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PROLOGUE 
 

Bangalore, 2014 

The spring of 2014 was a simple one, clogged in its routine humming a familiar tune of lazy 

afternoons. But people around were talking of a certain Biennale happening then in Kochi. 

Something to do with loads of artworks, restored colonial heritage buildings, best beef curry 

and sea wind. Well, the mix indeed sounded interesting even though there was a bit of a 

confusion as to which is a more acceptable pronunciation, Biennale or Biennial? The talk of 

‘something international’ and ‘one of its kind’ was also in the air but then again, lack of 

familiarity around what a Biennale entails and aims for, ran as a counter thought.  

To help my curiosity and uneasiness a bit, a quick search done online defined the 

Biennale as this mega event of contemporary art where artists from all around come to exhibit 

their work. The examples of Venice Biennale, Sao Paulo Biennial and Sydney Biennial popped 

up on the side to show how a biennale could look like. Now, the definition in itself had nothing 

wrong with it, but it sounded just like another of those events where artists and curators will be 

communicating amongst their own kind and the onlooker would be left helpless trying to 

‘understand the art’.   

When/in witnessing creation-destruction, subjectivities in conflict, political played out 

in satire, sharing of voices and in many such experiences, I see art but because art has not been 

defined that way for me, the engagement with it as a result is quite complex. My class 

positioning in Indian society first, puts on me the burden of not knowing what ‘art’ is and then 

makes me feel incompetent to ever justifiably comprehend and appreciate it. Moreover, in the 

process, the tag of ‘trying to be cultured’ haunts. Now that Kochi-Muziris Biennale had 

beckoned at the door, it became almost impossible to walk away and it was time to lighten this 

burden.  

Norrkoping, 2019  

Today, 5 years later, I have this very Kochi-Muziris Biennale as the topic of my work. Making 

sense of India from the perspective I had adopted as part of Development School of Studies 

drove me in a whirlwind of half answers, incomplete stories or say, a complete lack of them at 

times. I tried to chase the concept of development and progress in everything I studied and 

eventually worked with, but disappointments, misfortunes and demands made the bulk of my 

results. The only solution seemed was one of a revolution and it still stands so. But of what, for 
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what and whom, I kept asking myself then. These flawed-a bit questions sure fell right through 

the divisions and hierarchies of my society. Moreover, for dreaming a revolution I realised, 

first comes sharing a resistance and then creating a solidarity. And I have been finding both. 

My positionality now as a scholar of Migration Studies has been guiding me to search through 

history of solidarities and a lack thereof via varied lenses. So, for this study I begin by reading 

a bit into the Third World project (as talked about by Vijay Prasad in his book The Darker 

Nations) which will then further inform my exploration of Kochi-Muziris Biennale.  

Now, Kochi-Muziris Biennale is one big public art event which sits in the contemporary 

of India. It evokes Kochi’s historical and mythological cosmopolitan identity and is searching 

for new ways and narratives into our future. And, the reason for diving into history and in 

specific Third World’s history is to revisit that energy of resistance which people created, 

fought with and which consequently led them to envisioning new futures as nations-

decolonised. This overlap of dreaming new futures and realising them through public 

participation or involvement is hard to ignore because decolonisation is not over. It exists in 

the triad of modernity/coloniality/decoloniality for Catherine Walsh and Walter Mignolo and 

as ‘colonial hangover’ for me (casually remarked so, in India).  

Kochi-Muziris Biennale is or rather has become a space where public at large is in a 

dialogue and the event’s expanse (over area, art practices and sponsorships) gives it a potential 

to create as well as shape a resistance; a decolonial one. In other words, where the Third World 

project failed, Kochi-Muziris Biennale can find new ways or where Biennale fails, we can 

revisit the history of Third World project. The reason why I shuttle between the contemporary, 

social and history for my study is brilliantly put forth by Gurminder K. Bhambra in her work 

Connected Sociologies where she strongly argues that, “any theory that seeks to address the 

question of ‘how we live in the world’, however cannot treat as irrelevant the historical 

construction of that world […] By bearing witness to different pasts one is not a passive 

observer but is able to turn from interrogating the past to initiating new dialogues about that 

past and thus bringing into being new histories and from those new histories, new presents and 

new futures.” (Bhambra, 2014, pp 75-124).  

That being reasoned and daring to suggest that a decolonial resistance is needed, I 

propose to find what that decoloniality can mean, look like and most importantly how it can/not 

be performed. For this, I deliberate a lot, though cautiously, on the Decolonial Option (as 

discussed by Walsh and Mignolo) and sue it as a scaffolding to my study. This way it helps me 
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to focus on widening the concept of delinking and cosmopolitanism, in the process, by placing 

the Kochi-Muziris Biennale in the ‘global’.  

I hope the reading of the three chapters following this will have taken you through that 

history which has been made not-worthy-enough to be known and that contemporary which 

has been made widely understood in one-standard-globalised way.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The exhibition Decolonizing Appearance organised in 2018 by the Center for Art on Migration 

Politics (CAMP) raised the issue of how appearances impact the conditions and situations of 

life in the colonial world’s legacy of representations, classifications and hierarchies. (Mirzoeff, 

2018, p 10). In the space of contemporary art, it brought together works which beckoned for 

new imaginations, solidarities and alternative ways of co-existence. The exhibition’s central 

question of “What would have to happen for the appearance to decolonize?” (2018, p 9) pushed 

me to look for answers in resistance and the various forms it can take. While analysing the 

event it became apparent that when problems of the contemporary world are rooted in the 

colonial history and its legacies then solutions also need to be found in those histories and in 

the connections established as a consequence.   

Furthering my inquiry into these historical connections and how they have shaped the 

global in which we appear and present, Bhambra’s (2014, p 3) notable work Connected 

Sociologies highlights the exclusion of the history of colonialism, enslavement, dispossession 

and appropriation from the conceptualisations of what she calls “the global” and its social 

processes. She reasons that the epistemological dominance of West Europe has determined this 

conceptualisation and she thus problematises our understanding of the global we inhabit 

currently. From a similar inference, Bydler (2004, p 380) in ‘The Global Art World’, 

problematises the claim or predictions that globalisation will make the art world more inclusive 

and argues that “[c]osmopolitan art culture expects a global acclaim.” (2004, p 379) . She 

explores the international art biennales in detail and further maintains that the question of 

national representation or appearances in biennales will stay relevant for as long as the West 

holds a cultural and epistemological dominance over the global.  

Both these works have influenced my thinking about how contemporary art spaces and 

a decolonial appearance can show us new perspectives. The critical analysis of the exhibition 

and these texts has prompted an exploration of the possible methodological underpinnings of 

such perspectives, and this explanation, in turn, has pulled my attention to questions of 

resistances and solidarities. The option of Decoloniality as discussed by Walsh & Mignolo 

(2018) places the understanding of a decolonial subjectivity (or appearance) in the triad of 

coloniality/modernity/decoloniality. It highlights that knowledge of the global and its various 

social processes gets created in the logic of coloniality and how then the rhetoric of modernity 

becomes the description or explanation of such knowledge. (2018, p 150). The option of 
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decoloniality has also brought in clear the need to theorize from praxis, a procedure that in turn 

informs my methodological approach in this thesis. The various forms of resistance which 

attacks the global hierarchies, representations and binaries, I have chosen the Kochi-Muziris 

Biennale as a topical and timely unit of analysis in my study. The Kochi-Muziris Biennale is 

an expansive contemporary art event taking place in Kerala, India since 2012. It situates its 

identity in the mythological cosmopolitan port town called Muziris. Its first edition’s curatorial 

note proposed the event as an “…occasion to explore a mechanism to process, reflect and 

rewrite history, different histories, local, individual and collective that would confluence at 

Kochi.” (Komu & Krishnamachari, 2012). 

The study of the genealogy of biennales shows that they have embodied many 

deflections, urgencies and criticalities of our culture since a few decades now. (Filipovic, Hal 

& Ovstebo, 2010). In explaining the biennale industry, Bydler (2004, p 388) suggests a cultural 

categorization which encompasses different biennales of the world: “1. the capitalist-

philanthropic enterprises 2. The events that originated in the post-World War II period, marked 

by bloc politic or reaction against such alignment 3. The flexible production and event-oriented 

variety of the 1990s and 2000s”. This categorization helps in reviewing and questioning the 

various political, economic and cultural contexts in which biennales have been organised. By 

deciphering the terminology of the “biennale”, its various meanings and consequent 

categorizations, I aim in the following pages to locate the identity of Kochi-Muziris Biennale 

in the context of global cultural relationships, thereby also locating and in turn India’s identity 

as a post-colonial nation in the context of globality. Building up from Bhambra and Bydler’s 

account on the global and globalisation, I argue that a post-colonial nation’s place at the global 

will always be in a hierarchy that has been designed by the colonial relationships.  

Hence, this thesis seeks to understand the formation and representation of local, national 

and international identities of nations and their societies by critically analysing a big public 

international art event, the Kochi-Muziris Biennale. The thesis will thus address two complex 

historical and theoretical problems: first, the role such biennales have had in the nation building 

process for several Third World countries; second, the established hierarchies in theorizations 

of contemporary art from the global south. By addressing these problems, I hope to illustrate 

the issue at the heart of this thesis: to find the praxis which can break the model of binaries and 

representations established in the concept of modernity.   

Proceeding from this initial research I then aim to find and encompass:   
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• the extent to which resistance and cosmopolitanism or globalisation can be reimagined   

• conditions or grounds for a social revolution in big public international art events   

• and, a version of aesthetic which is not devoid of the political   

The Kochi-Muziris Biennale will throughout the thesis remain the frame within which 

I explore this association of ideas. The study does not aim to arrive at one certain path towards 

necessary answers or solutions. It is rather about exploring those ideas, in the detailed context 

of a specific cultural event, for productive perspectives and directions that may help guide 

cultural, political and aesthetic action in pursuit of a more just form of resistance, 

cosmopolitanism, globalisation, and social change. When focussed on my particular case, the 

Kochi-Muziris Biennale, these aims translate into the following research questions:  

• In which ways, if any, can the curatorial, artistic and public practices of the Kochi-

Muziris Biennale be re-inscribed into a history of third-world utopian thinking that 

answers the need to re-imagine and make new futures?   

• What does the Kochi-Muziris Biennale tell us about the ability of art to break away 

from its classist and hierarchical (local, regional, national and global) character?   

• What answers does this Biennale provide to the question as to the importance for 

contemporary art, artists and art institutions to seek inclusion in existing models of 

cosmopolitanism and internationalism?   

To explore these questions in the following chapters, I adopt the method of critical 

visual and document analysis, combined with field observations on the site of the Biennale 

itself, all of this with a view to produce a critical conceptual analysis of the relation of art, 

society and politics as manifested in my material. As for this material, I rely on Kochi-Muziris 

Biennale’s official publications as well as on secondary documentations, and existing 

scholarship, criticism and commentary relating to the Biennale. Importantly, my analysis of 

these written documents is juxtaposed to the analysis, partly reached through in situ-visits, of 

the local contexts and debates that surround the Biennale.  

The thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter One addresses the problematic of 

binaries, representations, and hegemonic perspectives in the construction of post-colonial 

nations’ identities. It centralises the work The Darker Nations by Vijay Prasad to study the 

envisioned utopia of Third-World project and its consequent demise. The chapter focusses on 
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identifying and analysing the relation between the biennales and the Third-World project by 

locating them within the historical context of their construction. Through this deconstruction, 

the aim is to revisit the agenda and resistance subjected in Third World nations identities to 

ultimately construct new futures informed by it.  

Developing the argument from here, Chapter Two is a descriptive and detailed analysis 

of Kochi-Muziris Biennale. It presents a visual analysis of artworks and in-depth analysis of 

selected features to bring into debate the Biennale’s purpose, approach and impact. With this 

chapter I aim to show that the Kochi-Muziris Biennale is building an eco-system where 

dialogue, resistance and local public’s acceptance is more important than what we may 

understand if we only expect it to establish a dialogue with the ‘global’. Thus, in an attempt to 

find Kochi-Muziris Biennale’s decolonial standing and possible ways to de-construct and re-

construct, the chapter will centralise Biennale’s dynamic relationship with the art world, the 

public, and its political authority (the state of Kerala and India’s central government).  

Finally, Chapter Three then engages with critical analysis of a few important artworks 

from the 2018 edition. The intention of this analysis is to judge the Kochi-Muziris Biennale’s 

stature and capacity to hold critical perspectives and dissent. As Kochi-Muziris Biennale 

situates its identity in a mythological port-town of Muziris, the chapter interrogates the 

Biennale’s overall purpose and its call for a theorization from the perspective of a mythological 

cosmopolitanism. As I will suggest, this call creates a possibility to theorize an identity which 

could transcend the hierarchies established in our current understanding of the ‘global’. 

Developing critically on this possibility, the analysis finally synthesises possible ways to 

conjure up different realities and new narratives to the future; hopefully leaving us with an 

expanded definition of our global in the process.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

Somewhere between 800-1500 CE and from the times of devotion, scriptures and their many 

variations and references, lived a king called Hiranyakashipu and his son Prahalad. The father 

Hiranyakashipu was an Asura-king of Daityas (Hindu mythology’s evil spirits) who after 

spending years in devotion to God Brahma demanded a reward of immortality. He got a boon 

that he would not be killed by man or god or beast, neither inside nor outside, by neither day 

nor night, not on earth or in the air and by no weapon or tool. (Doniger, 2009, p 320). Believing 

himself to be the only power and assuming the world is made of only binaries, his atrocities 

wreaked havoc on gods and humans alike. But his son Prahalad lacked devotion to the etiquette 

of Asuras (antigods) and didn’t believe his father to be the supreme power. Prahalad talked of 

the omnipresence of God Vishnu’s power in the world. This angered Hiranyakashipu and in 

arrogance, he smashed down a pillar of his palace only to witness a ‘neither animal nor human 

form’ crawl out. This avatar known as Narasimha (Man-Lion) in Hindu folklore drags 

Hiranyakashipu to a threshold, at dusk, puts him on this thigh and kills him with his claws. 

(Pattanaik, 2019). 

In other words, kills the illusion of binaries and the myth of impossibilities. 

Reading this small anecdote from Puranic scriptures of Hindu mythology warns the 

reader that thinking in binaries and dichotomies limits one’s understanding of the reality or the 

world we live in. One cannot say how this warning must have sounded like to people several 

thousand years ago but today it triggers a sense of urgency in us. In a world with several 

systems of knowledge, beliefs, interrelations, and exchanges we have developed a logic of man 

v/s nature,  us v/s them, monoculturalism v/s multiculturalism, first world v/s second world, so 

on and so forth. In this kind of classification there develops a hierarchical assumption of one 

side being more valuable than the other, based on one’s perspective and where the knowledge 

is situated. (Robbins, 2015). To say that thinking in binaries became a way to simplify the 

complexity of nature and things around us would be ill-informed because there is an arrogance 

involved in believing what we know as the centre of the universe and then relating everything 

else to that belief. As John Berger states in his work, Ways of Seeing, “The way we see things 

is affected by what we know or what we believe. […] The convention of perspective […] 

centres everything on the eye of the beholder. Perspective makes the single eye the centre of 

the visible world.” (Berger, 1972). He helps us understand the logic of perspective as it was 

established in the early Renaissance period and how the spectator became one unique centre of 
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the universe. Interestingly, around the same time in 1968, Berger also happens to write a 

congratulatory letter to Mulk Raj Anand, the founder of India’s first Triennale of Contemporary 

Art:  

“I send my greetings to the first Triennale of Contemporary World Art to be held in 

India. It would suggest the possibility of escaping from or even overthrowing the 

hegemony of Europe and North America in these matters. [...] The ideology of modern 

European property is inseparable from imperialism. The fight against imperialism and 

all its agencies is thus closely connected with the struggle for a truly modern art. I wish 

you clear-sightedness, strength, and courage in your struggle.” (Viswanathan, 2019) 

Now, this brings us to what happened when certain unique centres of perspectives 

attained hegemony which was not only territorial but ideological, epistemological, cultural and 

economic as well. The processes of colonialism and imperialism brought the world view into 

binaries and eventually set a tone of rebuttal or retaliation between the side of the colonizer 

and the colonized. Where one side took the liberty to describe, represent and identify what it 

saw and ruled from its centre of perspective (in the process believing it to be the only truth) the 

other side reinterpreted and examined that discourse. It rewrote their own history, identity and 

focused on revealing the context of prejudices, assumptions and colonial domination in which 

the colonizer had set the discourse. The postcolonial theory and literature have attacked the 

universalist and essentialist perspective of the colonizer (what we know as eurocentrism now) 

by using various concepts like hybridity, decentring, mimicry, nativism and such. It 

undoubtedly shook the dominance of eurocentrism but in the process, postcolonial discourse 

has sometimes essentialised its own positioning and perspective which in turn widened the 

already existing binary. As Grosfoguel (2009, pp 65-77) states, “What all fundamentalisms 

share (including the Eurocentric one) is the premise that there is only one sole epistemic 

tradition from which to achieve Truth and Universality.”  

As has been argued by Haraway (1988) that knowledge production is situated in its 

social and historical conditions and we now know that different knowledges speak from their 

specific locations in the power hierarchy and negotiations with the hegemonic epistemology 

has given us a world of standardisations, representations, oppression, and otherness. The 

postcolonial dialogue coming from the Third World assumes the position of speaking on behalf 

of a/its nation and to think that all the different voices can be shadowed under that collective 

anti-colonial spirit would be making a mistake, also keeping in mind Sudipta Kaviraj’s 
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argument that ‘Nation is a discovery not an invention’ (Kaviraj, 2010). Because representations 

have been an influential and defining factor in the making of a Third World nation and taking 

the example of India, its social elites have had a major role to play in it. (Prasad, 2007). So, 

asking who and why the responsibility for representation was assumed on behalf of the 

oppressed and the subaltern can highlight for us the power of a discourse in which subjugation 

takes place. As Hall (1997, p 39) analyses Foucault’s discursive approach and construction of 

subject-positions, it brings forth that it is not the subject which produces a knowledge, but the 

discourse and that discourse constructs a meaning in which the subject feels identified. Going 

back to my statement of how a tone of retaliation was set up between the two opposing sides, 

my argument is that the side of the colonized was speaking from a subjugated position and any 

attempt to scream the otherwise just fixed or locked the identity in that binary. And in turn, the 

critique of subaltern studies that I mentioned above, one for example by Spivak, warns us of 

its essentialised and representative (of the subaltern) language which I contend is a continuation 

from the time when rhetoric of modernity1 had already defined a modern nation and rules for 

its existence.  

But where does this leave us now? How should we then break the dominance, of one 

perspective, of one truth and of representation, if we could? To name a few, Fanon’s 

views/discussion on revolutionary violence and its effects (Fanon, 1963), critiques to subaltern 

studies2, Bhambra (2007) highlighting the lack of attention given in contextualising the 

European identity in its colonial past and established imperial relationships, the concept of 

border thinking which theorises from the colonial/ imperial difference, from the margins which 

have been created by the colonial matrix of power (Tlostanova &Mignolo, 2006) and Asish 

Nandy’s argument for an ‘Affective Cosmopolitanism’ where the future of the utopia is shared 

and not based in binaries of the West and non-west but rather in an acknowledgment of the 

shared suffering (the terms of relation between the both sides are of a shared suffering) (Nayar, 

2008); all of these works have given us a major headway into directions, struggles and 

discourses we need to look for. Similarly, when talking of transcending epistemologically 

(Grosfoguel, 2011), making peripheries and locals the centre, self-representations, disturbing 

totalities and dreaming of a polycentric world there appears a strong and consistent resolute to 

 
1 Explained as “the imaginary discourse from institutions regulating social organisations” by Walter D. Mignolo, 
in On Decoloniality. (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018 ) 
2 In “The Decline of the Subaltern Studies”, Sumit Sarkar brings out his disagreements with the Subaltern 
Studies by analysing how the studies have simplified the criticism as one against just the West’s cultural 
domination and it is positioned in the colonial knowledge. He also lists the Subaltern Studies’ silence on, for 
example, feminist history, anti-caste movements and Empire’s history. (Sarkar, 1997)  
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reimagine the world order. If we look for it in our world’s history, it exists in the synergy of 

the Bandung conference of 1955, in the strategic thrust of Non-Aligned Movement3 (from here 

on NAM) and in the planetary transformation hoped with the Third World project.  

The Third World project’s ideologies took birth from a common fight against 

colonialism (later imperialism), racism and to stabilize peace in the world. The decades of its 

active life brought many of its members together, in different constellations and across 

continents, to demand alternate models for development, admission of all formerly colonized 

states to the United Nations, conception of a body like UNCTAD (United Nations Conference 

on Trade and Development) which challenged the power of First World’s global corporations 

outrightly. It also gave birth to bodies like The International Atomic Energy Agency, SUNFED 

(Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development)4, Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity 

Organization, Afro-Asian Federation for Women, Afro-Asian writers, NAM and more. With a 

purpose to claim its own political, economic and social standing, these international 

collaborations set out to articulate a new relationship with the ‘West’.5 Moreover, the agenda 

of non-alignment, which was derided by the British government and the US foreign policy as 

“neutralism”, explicitly challenged the binary and the dominance established by the 

superpowers. (Prasad, 2007, p 47).  

NAM’s agenda was also challenged from within its own members.6 The Third World’s 

unified image was a result of finding common enemies but every nation’s history of anti -

colonial fight, political strategy, and economic standing differed. One of the members of NAM, 

Cuba, being led by Fidel Castro, was a leading voice in the decades of 1960 till the 1970s in 

favour of armed struggles. Cuba incessantly pushed for creating a solidarity which was not 

only verbal promises but more. (Prasad, 2007, pp 105-118). It eventually led to the 

Tricontinental Conference of 1966 in Havana where militants and movements of all three 

 
3 NAM took birth from a vision of non-alignment to either of the superpowers, thus evoking the concepts of 
peaceful co-existence and active co-existence as an appeal to all new rulers of the new nations. NAM’s peace 
negotiations and call for disarmament transformed into a fight ‘for democratization of the United Nations and 
its re-creation into an instrument for justice’ (Prasad, 2007) due to several reasons as discussed in The Darker 
Nations: A people’s History of the Third World.  
4 An institution set up in 1953 to give out special funds bypassing first world nations and the World Bank.  
5 Prasad (2007, p 92)  discusses works and approaches of cultural workers at that time from third world nations 
who voiced against imperialism’s cultural dominance. Every positionality was rooted in creating a new self but 
also in negotiating the relationship with the coloniser, the west and the modernity.  
6 Not in the purview of this thesis but for more understanding, NAM supported (verbally and ideologically) 
wars of national liberations against imperial powers but were very swift in clamping down any within national 
struggles. This was also one of the criticisms raised by Amilcar Cabral at the Tricontinental Conference. 
(Prasad, 2007, p 114) 
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continents, Africa, Asia and Latin America met to discuss the political strategy on how to 

advance solidarity to ongoing liberation struggles at the time. Cuba’s characteristic 

revolutionary approach, radical cultural renovation, the goal of becoming a Third World leader, 

no tolerance with first-world nations and aggressive representation set a unique standpoint on 

local and world politics. In times as those, Cuba also launched its first Havana Biennial in 1984 

which has been called the cultural implementation of the project of Third World and also what 

‘‘contributed to a generation with a continental mindset, a mindset which was politically and 

economically Third World oriented and in counter position to international capitalist models.’’ 

(Delgado, 2018). In the words of Gerardo Mosquera, one of the founding members of the first 

three editions, the Havana Biennial set a precedent for other global contemporary biennales, 

which followed from the ‘peripheries’ in later years, and had intended to create a horizontal 

South-South platform where artists, curators, and other cultural workers from the Third World 

nations could meet and exchange ideas. “The Havana Biennial created a new, truly 

international other space […] was born out of utopianism, but also out of a spirit of action: we 

thought, if we are marginalized, then let us create our own space, our own networks, values, 

and epistemes, and project them into the world…” (Mosquera, 2010) 

The Havana Biennial’s pragmatism and utopian character celebrated the revolutionary 

ideology of the artworks and played the role of breaking the conservative, restrictive and 

centre-periphery art structure. The contemporary art biennales have always been a tool with 

which nations have represented, asserted and established their identities. The nations have used 

the platform of international art biennales to create a footing alongside the main actors of global 

cultural production. This intervention has had purposes in increasing a nation’s cultural capital 

by attracting investment in the cultural economy and in a self-presentation. Bydler (2004, pp 

387-392) explains this as the politicisation of the biennales because of the hierarchical structure 

of the global art world (coming from Western art history’s hegemony). Evidently then, from 

the time Third World nations have realised their biennales, they have been theorized to explore 

the influence of modernist and postmodernist approaches in their selected artworks, if the 

events have managed to find their own specific voice (the one not guided by eurocentrism) and 

ultimately if they can be called biennales of resistance or as alternate movements. 

In the history of Biennales in India, KMB isn’t the first contemporary art exhibition 

that has been envisioned and accomplished. In 1968, Triennale India was initiated by Mulk Raj  

Anand, a cultural critic and patron of the arts, at Lalit Kala Academy (a public cultural 

institution) to attract both national and international contemporary artwork. With 609 works 
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from 31 countries, the Triennale India had its conception rooted in building a cultural 

infrastructure in a ‘third-world’ country with a globalist consciousness. It has been reflected 

upon as ‘one of the major cultural manifestations of the ‘third way’ in the global politics of the 

time’. (Adajania, 2013, p 173). The post-colonial fervour and non-aligned movement during 

the 1960s had opened channels of communications between nations of the South. Mulk Raj’s 

vision to show India also as a centre from where culture and internationalism could dissipate 

reveals a core of resistance which can be called reflective and wise in character. But this self-

assertion and determination got misunderstood and a defensive rhetoric of nationalist v/s 

foreign coming from within the intellectual and artist circle of India muddled in a reaction 

devoid of an alternate/future prospect for India’s cultural production. An Artists’ Protest 

questioning the constitution of Academy, boycotted the second Triennale in 1971 and asked to 

democratize the institution. The fight did result in a new electoral body but the idea of 

exhibiting art for an active engagement with the public was dropped off in its consequence. 

(Sen, 1976). In retrospect and as recollected by art historian and critic Geeta Kapur, the times 

of the late 60s and early 70s were still volatile in response to any international influences. So, 

in criticising the Euro-American hegemony in contemporary art, the Triennale was perceived 

as an event which internationalises the Indian art scene. The Triennale India couldn’t survive 

this forceful opposition of the time (Kapur, 2016).  

The decades of the 1980s and 1990s saw biennales and triennials not only from Havana 

and New Delhi but Cairo, Istanbul, Bantu, Dakar, Gwangju, Jakarta and Jogja, to name a few. 

All these biennales, positioned in the rhetoric of ‘developing nations’ (perspective from first 

world nations) and in the imagined Third World project, created their own variation on 

modernity, relationship with the west, contemporary and tradition and thereby an identity and 

image of their own. For example, the Dakar Biennale, launched in 1992 found its origins in 

constant struggles from artists (National Salon of Visual Arts) to establish a cultural platform. 

As analysed by Konaté in “The Invention of the Dakar Biennale”, this Biennale had both 

Africa and its reality as the main protagonists giving the responsibility of its representation, 

mobility of artworks and human resources to, in and from Africa. Moreover, it based its identity 

in pan-Africanism, calling to recognize and accept the African roots through owning the 

conversation on African culture & art and showed an alternative to the instituonalised and 

exhibitionary way of art. With this outlook, Dakar Biennale also set the African art’s visibility 

in international cultural dialogue which was an act of resistance in itself. “Between history and 

memory, domination and resistance, it sustains the will to survive and remember in men and 
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women living in different contexts and time frames who, despite themselves, are reinventing 

their identity.” (Konaté, 2009, p. 118) 

But for a moment let’s bring our focus back to Havana, Cuba and to its events of May 

2018 when its ‘first’ alternative Biennial, called #ooBienal de la Habana was held in response 

to the cancellation of the official Havana Biennial. This alternative Biennale was conducted 

independent of state machinery and presented artworks of more than 60 artists with most of 

them reflecting on geopolitical issues and power structures. (Biedarieva, 2018) However, 

Cuban’s cultural ministry threatened the artists’ community by using various measures and 

alleged that the #ooBienal has been financed by counterrevolutionary mercenaries. (Fusco, 

2018). Under the revolutionary ideology of 1984 an institutionalised cultural production model 

was celebrated but today the same model under a centralised administrative system, 

authoritarian posture is suppressing the independent artistic voice. Mosquera (2010, pp 205-

206), however, mentions that by the year 1989 the Cuban government had already started 

suppressing anything which was radically against its declared narrative. This can be explained 

by looking into the utopia of cultural revolutions that did not adapt to the changing times and 

more importantly in the Cuban government’s clamping down of internal dissent and criticism. 

But, the Cuban government’s response to internal dissent was not a unique story of the time as 

several other Third World nations also responded this way, to which I turn now.  

The decolonization struggles which had brought several nations in solidari ty had 

populations who were driven by a collective spirit, hopeful of a revolutionary change in the 

social order and an egalitarian representation in nation-building. But, the Third World project’s 

envisioned future and discussed agendas could not fully cater to it. Firstly, the dominant 

bourgeoisie classes in several societies prevented a social upheaval necessary for that and 

stepped into the roles of imperial masters for the masses whenever their greed for money, 

resources, and status was stroked, by both first world leaders and their own national leaders. 

“The class character of the Third World leadership constrained its horizon, even as it inflamed 

the possibilities in its societies.” (Prasad, 200, p 14). Secondly, a patronizing response to 

demands and criticisms from social movements within sowed the seeds of a class-caste based 

politics (India, for example) and a general apathy in the generations to come.7 Thirdly, the 

 
7 I highlight only these problems of Third World nations for laying out my argument.  In no way it means that 
these were the sole/actual problems which led this project to lose its influence or meaning. It is extremely 
important to remember that when Third World project was envisioned, these were newly independent 
territories which had been suppressed under the colonial matrix far too long, there were always interferences 
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struggles mobilised, destabilised and charged its population for a new beginning but couldn’t 

manage to overthrow social elites and bourgeoise. So, the revolutionary resistance and non-

acceptance which brought together not only nations across Asia, Africa, and Latin America to 

a Third World agenda but also different social classes within one nation, lost its 

momentum/energy because resistance lost its meaning for many. In the context of India, for 

example, the rhetoric of ‘sacrifice in the name of our nation’ added a layer of identity as an 

Indian but these sacrifices were mostly expected only from the lower and poor classes of India. 

The anti-colonial resistant subjectivity thus created, fought for the freedom of all but class 

hierarchies and struggles persistent even today highlight the inability of that resistant 

subjectivity to have brought the desired change. One cultural manifestation of a mix of class 

struggle and anti-colonial resistance deserves a mention here, The Geto Byenal of Haiti. It had 

its first edition in 2009 and took birth from a response by artists of Atis Rezistans who faced 

exclusion because of discriminatory visa restrictions to enter first world nations, especially the 

USA in this case. The Geto Byenal held in the neighbourhood of Grand Rue and by the poor 

and lower class/capital artists of Haiti takes a sharp critique on the capture of cultural 

production by its national elites and at the same time on the first world’s economic and 

humanitarian intervention in Haiti. An art history graduate, Lukas Hall (2017) theorises this 

differing political position of The Geto Byenal as a knowledge and epistemological centre from 

where Caribbean identity thinks, acts and represents itself.8 In addition, the feature of ‘in-situ’ 

production brings the relationship with the first-world in open and on terms set by Haiti’s poor.  

The reason behind diving into the history of utopian thinking, shared solidarity and 

collaborations across continents, which can be characterised as a persistent resistance, is to lay 

it out with the unsaid, unheard pieces of our world’s history. With unheard pieces I mean to 

recall indigenous rights movements, water and land movements, farmers and minority rights 

protests, and more such which we have been witnessing from around the world. It is an attempt 

to analyse and find an approach which makes that resistant subjectivity not end up finding its 

own ‘necessity to resist’ (As Caygill (2013, p 103) puts it) instead is something which 

challenges, constructs, and re-exists; a contemporary decolonial resistance. (Walsh, 2018, p 

24). In a movie produced by Sudhir Mishra in 2005, Hazaaron Khwaishein Aise, it presented 

 
at every initiative from first and second world, racism defined policies and opinions, constant fear or re-invasions 
always lingered, too little time to scurry up an economically stable government and nation. Moreover, carried 
over epistemologies and perspectives just made the conditions in favour of the dominant order of the world at 
the time.  
8 Lukas Hall shares this understanding with authors of Decoloniality like Mignolo and Wynter.  
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the complex problematic narrative of revolutionary ideology in play alongside visionary 

intervention for change and reality of class struggles in the India of 1960s and 1970s. The 

protagonist, Siddharth, follows the path of a revolution (armed resistance) to fight oppression 

of feudal and caste system but abandons the revolution (leaves the country using his elite class 

privilege) once suppressed by the government institutions and in disbelief of how dominance 

of a caste actually functions in reality. At the same time, the second protagonist, Geeta, is 

involved in the social welfare of the villagers with a vision which understands that change will 

take a lot more than a violent revolution and she stays back despite everything. Going back to 

the understanding of contemporary resistance we arrived at, Walsh and Mignolo deliberate the 

option of Decoloniality in which this contemporary resistance does not leave us with resistance 

as an end goal. It takes us towards an epistemic change of relating multiple perspectives, 

identifying the praxis and memories of resistances, re-existing not as an opposition to the 

dominant but delinked, embodied in collective thinking and existence-based struggles. “The 

perseverance of resistance and the resistance of below is what terrorizes the dominant order .” 

(Walsh, 2018, p. 48). But reaching this subjectivity is a complicated practice of asking the 

questions of what, who, where, why and how and constantly rejecting any universalising claims 

of such an exploration, whenever they appear. The problematic of binaries, perspectives and 

representations I discussed in the beginning are outcomes of modernity and the colonisation & 

decolonisation processes. (Mignolo, 2018, p 109). So, when we read the history of the Third 

World project, we note the different ways of decolonization that newly formed nations 

underwent, by of course varied means of resistances and imaginaries. But now when we talk 

of the contemporary, it is Decoloniality, which is about challenging the frames these 

problematics are set in. But what I would like to set as a caution, for when dominant frames 

are challenged, would be to relink after delinking. This is a conceptualisation that I share with 

Mignolo from the book ‘On Decoloniality’ on delinking: “to engage in epistemic 

reconstitution, in re-existing, engaging in forms of life that we like to preserve rather than be 

hostage of the modernity’s designs and desires… in cultural de-westernisation and political re-

emergence” (Mignolo, 2018, p 120).  

My vision is to make a contemporary resistance that questions positionality, power, 

fundamentals, attacks the frames of universality, modernity and strives to find ways to relink; 

for a social revolution which should have happened a long time ago. So, with this thesis, I 

would like to find that resistance in the contemporary art biennale of Kochi-Muziris from India 

(which recently rounded up its fourth edition) by studying, analysing and finding its decolonial 
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grounds. But why a biennale as a unit of analysis? I believe that national contemporary art 

events around the world have always managed to grasp the changing global narratives, power 

relations and historical standing of a nation and its society. In reverse, the identity of a biennale 

also gets influenced/shaped by those narratives. When a biennale introduces itself as a ‘model 

of resistance’, to what extent is it really? We have examples of many biennales from the past 

few decades where the frame of western modernity has defined the language (thematic, choice 

of artwork, display, relationship with a viewer, and framing) of contemporary art. Why do we 

let this language sustain itself as the universal? My curiosity lies in finding out if Kochi-Muziris 

Biennale is delinking from this language (epistemologically) and showing how to build an 

alternative (or, relink). It is not about finding the biennale format. Each such contemporary art 

event is a specific kind of response of the specific time it gets created in and calls for a specific 

action. The study will thus mainly lay in drawing parallels or finding a complementarity 

between the purpose, impact, and approach of Kochi-Muziris Biennale and assess it within the 

framework of Decoloniality discussions and propositions. By analysing some select artworks 

from all the editions of KMB until now, the next chapter will also weave out whether KMB 

has/not managed (and how) to imbibe the sensitivity that Filipovic talks of here:     

“The future of the biennales is to be found in a sensitivity to how the coincidence or 

works of art and other conditions (temporal, geographic, historic, discursive, and institutional) 

locate a project and how that “location” can be used to articulate an aesthetic project that is 

respectful of its artworks and speaks to its viewers. … will facilitate the development of more 

engaged and dialectical relationships between artworks and their presentation frames as well 

as projects and viewers that are more aware of the ideological entanglements of the structures 

and strategies, they experience every day”. (Filipovic, 2005) 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

“…Yet, how can one perform a biennale in a location where the biennale itself has 

become the sole pedagogic window into the art of the world? In a context that is so 

particular, as Kerala is, what could be a model, that would allow for self-determination 

for the audience?” 

Possibilities for a Non-Alienated Life, Anita Dube (December 2018)  

The Kochi-Muziris Biennale started its journey in 2010 on a very bumpy road. To recollect the 

story well known by now, the idea of this event hatched when Kerala’s culture minister (a 

coastal state in southern India) at the time, M.A. Baby approached artists Bose Krishnamachari 

and Riyas Komu to create something which “[…] leaves an indelible stamp in people’s minds, 

that would reaffirm the state’s position on the cultural map, and that would draw global 

attention but at the same time would help to develop a cultural system within India.” (Komu, 

2013). In this ambition lies the core of what Kochi-Muziris Biennale set out to achieve and 

quite explicitly so in its first edition.  

Kochi-Muziris Biennale gets its hyphenated identity from a mythological city which as 

the story narrates, existed 2,500 years ago. This city called Muziris was the rich trade centre 

attracting Arab, Chinese, and Portuguese merchants over centuries. These connections opened 

the land to various cultures and lifestyles which one can still witness in Kochi. To explore the 

area searching for this city, the Kerala History Department and the Archaeology Department 

of Kerala launched The Muziris Heritage Project in 2006. Since then, archaeologists and 

historians are excavating several sites to dig out more on it but Muziris’s existence remains not 

verified or say, contested. But Biennale’s thinkers were envisioning an art event which, while 

situated on the land of Kochi opened out to its cosmopolitan history obtained from the sea. 

Talking of the location of Kochi-Muziris Biennale, another interesting feature is the 

infrastructure restored for making and staging the art. The Biennale brought in use the old 

colonial buildings like the Aspinwall House, the David Hall, the Pepper House and the Durbar 

Hall. While walking through these structures and witnessing art in every corner, it is rather 

difficult not to hear or sense the structures reeking of histories we might be unaware of. The 

decision to revive these spaces, inviting artists to visit before the Biennale and hosting on-site 

residencies gave that desired rootedness of thought and practice to a place which is not a 

‘centre’ in global, national or even state’s perspective.  
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The location and the times in which this Biennale is created makes its identity and study 

complex. There are currently several studies and reportages done on this event from economic, 

cultural, historical and political perspectives. (Joy & Belk, 2018; D'Souza, 2013; KPMG, 2017) 

The specific political context of Kerala, elitist definition and classist consumption of ‘Art’, 

more than a million footfalls9 since its first edition (Foundation, 2017), a productionist and 

artists-turned curatorial approach has triggered a critical dialogue in the society which is 

building an ecosystem of tolerance, dissent and imaginations (to an extent). Moreover, several 

accounts from its founders, artists, labour and the public have put this Biennale in a position 

from where we can re-understand history, explore radical political solutions, bring in 

mythology to reflect, create and critically discuss the state of arts education in India. The 

following sections of this chapter will attempt to give a descriptive analysis of various features 

of the Biennale (which were designed to be so and also the ones which took shape with time) 

and its different curatorial agenda with every edition.  

 

Editions till date 
 

Up until now, the Biennale has seen four editions all of which have had their own narrative, 

specific perspective and a different combination of financial supporters. I will briefly 

summarize all the editions till date with some notable examples of works which best capture 

the spirit of Kochi-Muziris Biennale (KMB hereafter) for me and my arguments. The analysis 

of some notable features which I take up later in this chapter, will be based on the edition of 

‘Possibilities for a non-alienated life’ launched in December 2018.   

2012  

 

Starting in 2012, artists-founders-curators Riyas Komu and Bose Krishnamachari (both 

Keralites and alumnus of J.J. School of Arts Mumbai, India) visualised the Biennale as:  

“… we propose to make Kochi the repository of emerging ideas and ideologies, an 

occasion to explore a mechanism to process, reflect and rewrite history, different histories, 

local, individual and collective that would confluence at Kochi. The Kochi-Muziris Biennale 

 
9This observation has also earned the Biennale the title of ‘People’s Biennale’. I will look into this identity more 
closely in the following chapter.  
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proposes to open a new discourse, one that will explore a new, hitherto unknown language of 

narration.” (Krishnamachari & Komu, 2012).  

Most artworks, featured in the first edition, aligned with this curatorial vision and 

evoked the cosmopolitan legacy of Kochi by developing metaphors to its port identity and ruins 

of its past. For example, Vivan Sundaram’s ‘Black Gold’ recreated the imaginary port city of 

Muziris with material excavated from the archaeological sites and used peppercorns to flood 

his Muziris (Khurana, 2019) which took our attention to the export of pepper from Muziris to 

the Roman Empire (believed so). Second, Joseph Semah’s ‘72 Privileges […..]:’ installation 

recalls the history of Jewish and Christian communities in Kochi and the 72 privileges which 

were granted to them by the last king of Chera dynasty (Semah, 2012-2013 ). Additionally, 

some other pieces like Bani Abidi’s ‘Death at a 30 degree-angle’ and Sheela Gowda & 

Christoph Storz’s ‘Stopover’ were reflective on changing power-political affiliations and 

shifting/changing permanence with time, respectively.  

 

               

 

 

While these strengthened the agenda of art rooted on site and even helped in presenting 

a diverse and multicultural image of Kochi but what Wangechi Mutu’s ‘Dutty Water’ didn’t 

say and what Jonas Staal’s ‘New World Summit’ was forced to not say is where I situate the 

first edition’s stance against the classist and socio-political reality of India. The artwork ‘Dutty 

Water’ problematizes the idea of pure and neutral space, rightly so, but falls dead on 

highlighting where the concept of purity comes from and who have been made to carry the 

burden or responsibility of maintaining its objective. At the same time, Staal’s installation was 

of an open-air parliament having flags painted of organisations declared ‘terrorist’ or banned 

from participating in democracy of the country. One side had organisations from India and the 

Stopover by Sheela Gowda & Christoph 
Storz, KMB, 2013. Sourced (Google Arts and 

Culture, 2012-2013) 

 

Figure 1: Stopover by Sheela Gowda & 
Christoph Storz,KMB, 2013 

 

Figure 1: Stopover by Sheela Gowda & 
Christoph Storz,KMB, 2013 

 

Figure 2: Stopover by Sheela Gowda & 
Christoph Storz,KMB, 2013 

 

Figure 1: Stopover by Sheela Gowda & 
Christoph Storz,KMB, 2013 

 

Figure 3: Stopover by Sheela Gowda & 
Christoph Storz,KMB, 2013 

 

New World Summit by Jonas Staal at KMB, 2013. 
Sourced (Summit, 2012-2013) 

 

 

Figure 129: New World Summit by Jonas Staal at 

KMB, 2013 
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other half had organisations from different parts of the world, objective of which was to ‘place 

India’s policies of political exclusion in an international context in which occupation plays a 

central role.’ (Summit, 2012-2013). But soon after the work went up, a case under Unlawful 

Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 was registered against the members of New World Summit 

and it happens to be the very same act which has banned those ‘terrorist’ organisations 

(including a travel-ban to avoid any representation). This intervention from the state instructed 

the members of New World Summit and KMB to paint many of the billboards black. With the 

New World Summit project, Jonas Staal aimed to bring that history of dissent, resistances, self 

-representations from around the world which had (and has) been left-out or banned by 

democracies. He also situates the epistemological history of these democracies in the Western 

Empire, westernized local elites and foreign patrons. (Staal, 2012). The intervention by the 

state to hide this internal dissent that these organisations represent and narrate is indicative of 

how the hope of an egalitarian representation in nation building (discussed as Third World 

project’s envisioned future in the previous chapter) is far from being realised. Moreover, Staal 

uses art’s potential, when contextualised in politics, to re-imagine and re-think what democracy 

can mean for a nation but KMB’s inability to defend its position on bringing in this work makes 

apparent the friction that art from an event like biennale can create with a nation’s image 

building. So, when the Biennale is finding its identity in Kochi’s cosmopolitanism and a 

mythological past, which has been theorised and remembered as one of inclusions and multiple 

representations. (Nandy, 2000), its adjustment with the local and central government for hiding 

the struggles of dissent and prevention of a self-representation challenge the Biennale’s 

cosmopolitanism and search for different histories and a new narrative rhetoric. (Luis, 2014).  

At the same time, the first edition of KMB also set out to popularise the idea of a 

biennale on the streets, bring international contemporary art to local and open the global 

discourse for local (Komu, 2013). It managed to do that with the approach of ‘site-specificity’, 

‘artist led curation’ and ‘work-in-progress’ (characteristics on which I will develop in detail 

in subsequent sections) and in the process, effectively managed to set the tone for next editions 

to follow as well. (D’Souza & Manghani, 2017) 

2014 
 

The curatorial conceptualisation of KMB’s (2014) second edition, Whorled Explorations, was 

led by artist Jitish Kallat, triggering amaze, curiosity and a search for patterns. A snippet from 

its curatorial note:  
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“Two chronologically overlapping, but perhaps directly unrelated, historical episodes 

in Kerala during the 14th to 17th centuries become parallel points of departure […]. We either 

go close to it or move away from it in space, to see it clearly; we also reflect back or forth in 

time to understand the present.” (Kallat, 2014).  

The call of second edition has been to provide the viewer/individual with ways to start 

thinking from uncertainties, to re-purpose and to re-think their world from self-reflection and 

deliberation. (Kallat, DSouza, & Manghani, 2017, p 158). The way artworks and different 

houses (venues) came together, it presented several patterns to the viewer. These patterns 

emerged for the curator and the artists mainly while setting up the biennale or in the reflection 

phase afterwards. This is not to suggest that conceptualisation didn’t nudge or guide the viewer 

into pre-visualised directions but to bring out a fact that given several points of departure, every 

viewer could create her own logic from her point of view and Biennale’s stance against any 

essentialised (searching the truth, kind) way of thinking helped the viewer connect the artworks 

through a self-reflecting process.10 The call for terrestrial and cosmic connections into one 

exhibition attracted artists whose life journey or experiences inform their art practice. For 

example, ‘Erasure’ by Dinh Q Lê who was 10 years old when his family fled the war in 

Vietnam, brings the contemporary conditions of migration and asylum in view using found 

photographs and other object left behind by fleeing Vietnamese families. He connects it to the 

long history of people’s movements by creating a ‘sea of memories.’ (Lê, 2011). Similarly, 

Lindy Lee has explored and presented her dual identity (of being a Chinese and Australian 

because of her parents’ migration past) in numerous of  her works. From the practice of 

exploring one-self, the ‘Heaven Over Fire’ at KMB 2014 was a sculpture made using a Chinese 

technique of ‘flung ink painting’ where Lee connects the act of creation with the understanding 

of cosmos. (Lee, 2014).  

 

 
10 In words of Jitish Kallat, “We always string and create the meaning based on the point from which we view 
our world. It is finally to be re-curated by each viewer. […] Self-reflection is a political art; this edition steered 
the audience into that.” (Kallat, DSouza, & Manghani, 2017) 
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While several artworks highlighted transnational migrations and colonial histories as 

major shifts of terrestrial relations, Marie Velardi’s installation 'Atlas des îles perdues' (Atlas 

of lost islands) alerts to the crises of climate change awaiting us today and in ‘We are all 

Astronauts’ Julian Charrieere sands off globes dating from 1890 to 2011 using ‘international 

sandpaper’ stripping off their marked territories; a provoking reflection on how we traversed 

on this earth as a mankind and what’s next to shape up in future (or not). Both these artworks 

rightly showed how the climate change and human movements across the world is and will 

continue to alter those relations. In addition to this, what defined this edition’s standing even 

more was the dynamic which created a safe and critical space for conducting a reading of ‘One 

Part Woman’ (Madhorubhagan) expressing solidarity with Tamil novelist Perumal Murugan. 

This novel attracted the attention of caste-based, religious and extremist groups for it 

supposedly showed women of Vellalar Gounder community in objectionable light eventually 

highlighting the orthodoxy and practice of selective freedom of expression.11 (Raman, 2015) 

 

 
11 To know more about the controversy and what the novel intends to achieve, see also Mishra, S. (2016, 
November 29). What is the controversy regarding the Tamil novel “Madhorubhagan”? Retrieved from 
https://tinyurl.com/y4xnwr78  

Heaven over Fire by Lindy Lee at KMB, 
2014. Sourced: (Google Arts & Culture, 

2014) 

Erasure by Dinh Q Lê at KMB, 2014. Sourced: 
(Google Arts & Culture, 2014)  

 

 

Figure 4: Erasure by Dinh Q Lê at KMB, 2014 

 

https://tinyurl.com/y4xnwr78
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2016 

 

 With its third edition ‘Forming in the pupil of an eye’, led by artist Sudarshan Shetty, the 

Biennale was envisioned to show all things around, of past and of future, in a process by creating 

a continuity or a pattern for the viewer walking through it. He framed the event such as to blur 

the boundaries of what can comprise contemporary art by bringing together tradition and 

contemporary onto the same platform. The artworks visualised the labour of making art and 

were also chosen and displayed in a way that created a possibility for multiple understandings 

to co-exist in the Biennale’s space and scope. An anecdote from the curatorial note:   

“…As rivers flow, overflow and recede, can a biennale accumulate meaning over time 

and spill into the future? The flow of these streams, their convergence, and divergence inspires 

a series of questions and propositions about the varied forms and approaches to knowledge 

presented by the objects performed as part of the Biennale. One of these rivers-a hidden river, 

whose sightings are elusive and ephemeral-exists in our belief and imagination. Knowing 

nothing of its origins or its end-quests to find this hidden river give rise to narrative, story, 

poetry and perhaps to language itself.” (Shetty, 2016) 

This edition was not simply a journey of viewing artworks that were hung and presented, 

it pulled in the viewer’s body into an experience by making art dialogue through and within. 

Camille Norment’s ‘Prime’ was one such sonic encounter where voices sounding like 

humming, moaning or even rustic chanting came in contact as vibrations with a person’ body 

sitting on a bench facing the Arabian Sea. The benches faced outward making the person a 

spectator but also physically communicating with something sensual, universal and banal. This 

interaction was powerful for feeling into one’s contemporary through an active contemplation 

 'Atlas des îles perdues' by Marie Velardi at 
KMB, 2014. Sourced (Google Arts & Culture, 

2014) 

 

 ‘We are all Astronauts’ by Julian 

Charriere at KMB, 2014 

 

‘We are all Astronauts’ by Julian Charriere at 
KMB, 2014. Sourced (Google Arts & Culture, 

2014) 
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and by coming in touch with our bodily senses. (Norment, 2017). Similarly, Padmini Chettur’s 

‘Varnam’, a 22-minute performance, deconstructed the Bharatnatyam, a traditional dance form 

originated in Tamil Nadu-South India, by critiquing the rigidity and formal of classical Indian 

dance form. She removed all the traditional conventions from the body of the dancer and 

dropped narratives to keep just the physical vocabulary of the body interacting with the space. 

Her intent with performing this work at the Biennale (not a usual site for a Bharatnatyam 

performance) was to give a new vision and language to the traditional dance form and to 

‘challenge the notions of putting live bodies into a space that is traditionally reserved for objects 

and images.’ (News Experts Reporter, 2017).  

 

   

               Prime by Cemille Norment at KMB, 2016.  
        Sourced (NE Reporter, 2017) 

.  

The conversation of our outside environment with the body gets explored more when 

one visits the studio space where Keralan artist C Bhagyanath is sketching Secret Dialogues. 

He is an artist whose practice takes on from the surroundings and this particular art process of 

sketching human body forms every day and putting them in layers gives a perspective on a 

human’s multiple identities. He sketches them on translucent, butter  paper sheets suggesting 

that there is not one true identity and our human body talks to conscious and unconscious 

interventions; creating a sense of movement. In talk with his idea of not framing it and to do it 

every day, Bhagyanath stresses the importance of displaying the process of work being created 

and exposed. (Kochi Muziris Biennale, 2017).  

On the other hand, when everyday sonic vibrations in our outside are changed, 

‘Convention’ by Latvian artist Voldemars Johansons added a confusing discomfort in the public 

streets of Kochi. He changed the usual horn sounds of autorickshaws running around in Kochi 

with sounds of birds, whistles and sirens confounding people to look everywhere for the new 

Varnam by Padmini Chettur at KMB, 2016. 

Sourced (Google Arts & Culture, 2016) 
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unusual sounds. To my personal experience, in all these works there existed a synergy which 

could be felt and even connected with in any direction or order one walked in.  

 

  

Secret Dialogues by C. Bhagyanath at KMB, 2016. Sourced (Kochi Muziris Biennale 2017) 

2018 
 

“What is crucial is that the biennial serve as means of activating audience and seeking 

interlocutors, a means of transforming local consciousness (the vexed ‘local’ that is no longer 

native). Can it be an inclusive, non-alienating spectacle?” (Hoskote, 2010, pp 320-321)   

The edition 2018, ‘Possibilities for a non-alienated life’ curated by Anita Dube has been 

deemed the most inclusive, politically charged of all and expanded the identity of the Biennale 

from just an exhibitory platform for arts to a politically and socially dynamic one by setting up 

‘Knowledge Laboratory’ on the Pavilion. (A feature I discuss in detail later in the chapter). A 

fragment of the curatorial note:  

“Imagine those pushed to the margins of dominant narratives speaking not as victims, 

but as futurisms’ cunning and sentient sentinels. And before speaking, listening to the stone and 

the flowers; to older women and wise men; to the queer community; to critical voices in the 

mainstream; to the whispers and warnings of nature.” (Dube, 2018)  

To feature more female, queer, tribal, Dalit artists than usually done in such mega 

exhibitions, Dube has responded against a tradition of exclusions in the art world. Not 

surprisingly, artists from the Global South especially Sri Lanka, Iran, Vietnam, Indonesia, 

Malaysia and South Africa were more visible in this edition. Attentive to Dube’s curatorial call, 

they brought in artworks which were reflective of their local histories, politics and 

representations (Yamini, 2019 ). The 2018 edition came together with more than 100 artists and 
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artworks but in this section, I will only explore four artworks in detail which are by Bapi das, 

Sunil Gupta & Charan Singh, Eb Itso and Shilpa Gupta. 

‘A needle, a stitch and many tales...’ by Bapi Das is his autobiographical journey of 

mapping the city and life within, with tapestry and seen from the perspective of rear-view mirror 

of his autorickshaw. (Sinha, 2019). This presence is a voice from the margins because Bapi Das 

does not fit the idea of a professional artist who is training or has been trained for exhibiting 

art. In a conversation with Sen from Indian Express, Das comments that, “I don’t think I know 

what art is. I don’t think of myself as a creative individual who has come even an inch closer 

in resolving some of the most enduring contradictions about the nature of art. Yet, at the same 

time, I must add that I have very little interest in understanding or perhaps answering clever 

questions about contemporary art” (Sen, 2019). Similarly, the photographic and video 

exhibition “Dissent and Desire”, a collaborative work by Sunil Gupta and Charan Singh was a 

way into the daily lives and Indian LGBTQ community who have suffered discrimination over 

and over from laws and society. To have this exhibition in wake of the recent ruling of Supreme 

Court finally decriminalising homosexuality is evidence of what we (the society of India in 

specific here) have knowingly and comfortingly ignored. Furthermore, EB Itso’s Mr. Sun (Slow 

Violence) was a rubber tire hung mid-air commented on the illegal constructions and floods in 

Kerala. These conditions have pushed the farmers to committing suicide by hanging from the 

very same rubber trees from where they once earned their livelihoods. And, Shilpa Gupta’s For, 

In Your Tongue, I Cannot Fit was an installation of voices of 100 poets who have been 

imprisoned for their political opinions. The space had 100 microphones descended over pieces 

of paper naming the poet and the date of his/her detention. (Meistere, 2019). Both Itso’s and 

Gupta’s work drives home the lack of deliberation and resistance, by our societies, with what 

is powerful and institutionalised.  
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 ‘A needle, a stitch and many tales...’ by Bapi Das, KMB 2019 . Sourced (Sinha, 2019) 

                 

                   

 

From calling out the mythological origins to Kochi-Muziris Biennale, building a 

temperament of ‘work on site’ and by bringing the historical and extra-terrestrial cosmos as a 

story, the Biennale necessitates us to re-purpose and re-think the reality we inhabit and also to 

open our minds to multiple perspectives. The artworks invited, chosen and presented in all the 

editions of KMB together told specific stories, which were designed or moulded by the curator’s 

call but at the same time, an openness and publicness of a biennale’s format also turned those 

stories into a subjective experience for anyone who visited. In order to better understand these 

experiences of the public, it is necessary to critically examine the new possibilities or new 

futures in which KMB was envisioned and then actualised. Thus, the outlook which KMB’s 

organizers wanted to create for the Biennale was realised through its certain features namely, 

artists chosen as curators, extending KMB into the art education institutions of India and 

signifying the making of art (its progress) also as art. In the following sections of this chapter, 

I seek to critically analyse these features. The features highlighted the need for a discursive 

Mr Sun by Eb Itso, KMB, 2019. Sourced 
(Sen, 2019) 

For, in your Tongue, I cannot fit by 
Shilpa Gupta, KMB 2019. Sourced 

(Meistere, 2019) 
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engagement with prevalent art pedagogies of India and also attempted to resist the norm of 

dismissing the voices from the margins. I argue that the Biennale’s changing identity because 

of its progress in relation to the audience or public has managed to provoke a resistance 

subjectivity and that, these features (also the reactions to the whole of KMB as an event) have 

been crucial in that process or journey. So, the following sections will attempt to provide a 

critical analysis by describing how KMB has been able to do it, actively and passively.  

 

 In-situ & Artist as a Curator  
 

“it is not only making a difference, also showing us the way how to make things 

differently.               

 Chris Dercon (2017)  

“Maybe this Biennale will change the attitude of biennales…meaning you don’t see 

here art dealers crossing the streets with dogs and assistants and air condi tion… it’s the 

deconstruction of the biennales. So, it already started, maybe here in Kochi.” 

Joseph Semah (2015) 

With the brief summaries of curatorial concepts of each edition, I attempted to highlight the 

frames in which artworks were created, presented and invited the viewers. This framing is 

important to study as it informs the relationship of an event like the Biennale with the socio-

political conditions of its site (locality), the conversation it sets with its viewers and with the 

artworks it chooses to present or not present. But the fact that we study these contemporary 

mega events from these parameters is because of their contextual, political and cultural origins 

which have rendered them differing identities. Despite these differing identities, if their efforts 

are aimed at gaining an international acceptance then following the western museum frame of 

a ‘white cube’ just becomes inevitable. (Filipovic, 2005, p 328). A white cube interface leaves 

the viewer alone with just the finished artwork, rips the walls bare, clean, windowless, 

suffocating almost, from any kind of disturbance. But Kochi-Muziris Biennale had/has all the 

disturbances which are ‘not supposed’ to be there in displaying and making of art. To begin 

with, the old and dilapidated colonial buildings used for making this biennale were scraped 

clean for a fresh perspective on their existence in our contemporary. As cultural theorist Ranjit 

Hoskote also puts it, “Perhaps this is what a biennial can do at its best: it can act as a platform 
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of interpretations, a clearing house for readings, a hermeneutic space between archive and 

adventure.” (Hoskote, 2010, p 315). Secondly, this Biennale’s call for creating art ‘on site’ 

opened the process of ‘making art and presenting art’ for all. It invites a viewer to a setting 

where the know-how of art seems within reach of an understanding and even up for connections 

and collaborations. Every edition of biennale requires majority of artists to negotiate and re-

think their work with local manpower and expertise available in Kochi. And to make it 

sparingly more collaborative, Hattie Bowering notes, while making the candid documentary 

‘Art: Interrupted’ on KMB’s first edition, that ‘there was a single ladder on site at the largest 

venue, Aspinwall House, which meant waiting one’s turn.’ (Bowering, E.Dsouza, & Manghani, 

2017, p 124). Thirdly, the system of ‘white cube’ museum kind of display assumes a need of 

expertise (only) which can prepare the space for that specific undisturbed encounter with art 

we talked above. Several international biennales around the world have uncritically adopted 

this assumption as a guiding principle for making a biennale; without realising the hegemony 

of western modernity which universalised this assumption in the first place. But KMB has 

showed an alternative to this ‘necessity of expertise’ by adopting the approach of theorizing 

and professionalising along making. Where the first edition limited the biennale organizers, 

due to financial constraints, from hiring an already experienced team for setting up 

contemporary art, the remaking of every edition (conceptualisation, sites and structures) has 

built a competence in people who became a part of that approach. Something similar, as Konaté 

has analysed, was demonstrated by Dakar Biennale as well. (Konaté, 2009, p 110).  

Talking of expertise, this Biennale’s identity is also being questioned and challenged 

for its approach on appointing an artist as a curator for every edition. There exists a binary 

between the roles of an artist and a curator in visualising a mega-exhibition event such as a 

biennale. A common understanding or belief is that the artistic instinct is in finding and 

presenting ‘a way to make’ which sits in opposite to what maybe a curator’s instinct of ‘a way 

to frame’ is. (Kallat, DSouza, & Manghani, 2017). But at KMB, the curatorial practice is 

inspired and created on site where artwork and the artist are positioned or begin thinking from. 

So, there is an instinctual dialogue at play between the curator, artists and their artwork and 

these conversations run back and forth making the biennale an active negotiation space; not 

just a collector and presenter of art. Because of this dialogue there emerged a possibility of 

bringing acts of making, showing and thinking together under one approach, deemed an 

absolute necessary if one needs or wants to be both an artist and a curator. (Collective, 2010). 

Moreover, the traditional role of a curator in guiding the viewer and providing a language to 
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the art (or, speaking for the art) was challenged because the process of creating art became as 

important as displaying it. But some reflections from public viewers, especially for the 2016 

edition, argued that there needs to be a language of visual art which makes the whole Biennale 

come together, establish connections and continuation and this is where a curator’s 

responsibility lies in. (Bhasthi, 2017). From my personal observation upon visiting the same 

edition, I’d argue against giving away my agency of interpretation and understanding to the 

curator’s sight of a biennale and because, more importantly, it could take the evaluation focus 

away from making and thinking and fix only on framing of the event. Discussing a curator’s 

responsibility, members of Raqs Media Collective talk of creating ‘laboratories of knowledge’ 

from our exhibitions sites and extending the boundaries of the ‘critical public space’.  

“…where concepts learn to walk in the world, taking a tumble if need be and acquiring 

the flesh and tone of feelings […] that are not necessarily only about art, and not necessarily 

endless, internally referenced engines about art and artists, but in and of the world, and of 

ourselves, through art.” (Collective, 2010, p 279).  

Extending the boundaries of the critical space is a proposition for more inclusion, how 

we respond collectively to the issues we deal with and then present them without exclusivity 

and absolutism. The 2018 edition of KMB opened up the Biennale’s platform to curatorial 

collaborations; a concept of mini biennales called Infra-Projects setup within the site of KMB. 

In an interview with newspaper publication Livemint, Anita Dube explained her curatorial 

stance, “I didn’t want to be this sort of validatory figure, telling people what to do, how to 

think, how to feel, how to align themselves politically. That would defeat the purpose of my 

whole curatorial exercise.” (Fernando, 2019) 

Two of those curatorial collaborations are worth looking at for what they presented and 

also having these two perspectives in a no-hierarchical position to KMB’s official curatorial, 

challenges the dominance that a ‘one person show’ tends to attain.  

Srinagar Biennale  

 

The Srinagar Biennale, curated by artist Veer Munshi, had 14 artists belonging to the Kashmiri 

Pundit (Hindus) community which was forced to flee Kashmir following the threats of 

persecution by Islamist militant groups in 1990. The artworks picked up the issues of traumatic 

memories, migration, and also the everyday surveillance of Kashmiris enforced by the Indian 

military until today. The main project of the Srinagar Biennale was a Sufi Dargah (a shrine) 
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restructured to highlight how both Hindu and Muslim religious communities suffered because 

of the conflict and as a result, common cultural spaces for exchange and prayers have been 

shrinking rapidly.  

 

  

Srinagar Biennale, KMB 2018. Sourced (Harikrishnan, 2018) 

 

But that is not all, Jammu and Kashmir’s current lockdown forced by the Indian 

government has trapped two of the artists who were supposed to participate in Artist Residency 

Program at KMB in August 2019. As ironic as it gets, in one of the performance acts (as part 

of the Srinagar Biennale) by two Kashmiri artists Saquib Bhutt and Hina Arif, every visitor at 

the entrance of gallery house in Kochi was checked and questioned (mock frisked) by the 

artists. (Hindu, 2018). Bhutt and Arif re-created their ‘normalcy’ for the larger public of India 

and showed in process how the Indian state has been selective in its inclusion agenda. It also 

made apparent the extent to which people of India have unquestionably believed in the 

government’s rhetoric of ‘whatever is done is in the name of nation and for the benefit of the 

majority is good’. (Karunakaran, 2018). Quite evidently so, it is not hard to imagine the varied 

responses of discomfort, shock, anger or just sheer confusion the audience at KMB expressed 

while being ‘mock-frisked’ by the Kashmiri artists.  

Vyam Project  
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The Vyam Project was created by two Gond artists Subhash Singh Vyam and Durgabai Vyam, 

who took the conventional methods of making Gondi Bhitti Chitrakala into an experimental 

zone. The work was one graphic vivid visual of oral narratives from one of the India’s tribal 

community’s’ folklore and as Subhash shared his words on the project, “I have tried to make 

something different. Until now our paintings never told new stories. It has only been stories 

which our grandparents narrated to us.” (Kochi-Muziris Biennale, 2019). By using different 

medium but the same techniques as have been passed down in their Gond community for 

generations, Subhash and Durgabai created new stories for KMB’s audience.  

 

 

Vyam Project. KMB 2018. Sourced (Kochi-Muziris Biennale, 2019) 

 

The Biennale’s call for an active public participation and creating a space for projects 

which are rooted in narration of local traditions, folklore and histories through art, expanded 

the idea of what can be called contemporary art and how it can be presented. In The Global Art 

World, Bydler (2004, p 392) underlines the distinction between the artworks which are for the 

international art world and which are “folk art” (regional, local or national) by analysing the 

exhibitions of Magiciens de la terre held in 1989 and Aperto (at Venice Biennale) held in 1993. 

She highlights the role of curators, who are searching for global art in non-western art world, 

in reinforcing this distinction. From this perspective, the existence of this project at KMB 

shakes that division or separation of modern and traditional art which has plagued Indian 

contemporary art’s identity for much too long. (Sen, 2018). And also, the relevance in engaging 

with the established traditional binary of an artist and a curator becomes insignificant.  

But, developing on the discursive of responsibility and role of a curator is nonetheless 

an important element to any biennale’s identity. At KMB, this element gets an extension in the 
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form of a Students’ Biennale that happens simultaneously to the main event and which we shall 

investigate now.  

 

Art and Education  
 

In 2014, Kochi Biennale Foundation started the project of ‘Student Biennale’ as part of its 

Higher Education Programme, in parallel to its main exhibition. In its founding statement, the 

Student Biennale aimed to ‘create an alternative platform for students from government-run art 

colleges in India to reflect upon their art practices and exhibit their works to a global audience.’ 

(Kochi-Muziris Biennale, 2016). One of the fifteen curators of 2014 Students’ Biennale, 

Anannya Mehta reflects on the approach, outcomes and impact of first such project. She 

remarks that, “The curatorial emphasis lay in interrogating practice in its fullest sense, as a way 

of learning and being.” (Mehta, 2017, p 233). The curators were selected and assigned to travel 

and immerse in small town government-funded art colleges for eighteen months. This on-site 

engagement with the art students and their institutions during this time period eventually 

brought out the context which influences the thinking and production of students’ artworks. 

Moreover, in this kind of intervention there was no way for the curatorial narrative to have 

existed beforehand. Inevitably, it led to artworks which were notably location-specific and 

contextualised in student’s subjective understanding of art. The effects of the Student Biennale 

have been theorised to have shifted the centre of activity away from Kochi to these colleges in 

peripheries of India. While this might be true in terms of inspiration and topics that students 

picked for developing their artworks but the fact that eventually some selected students were 

brought to Kochi to make and present those artworks interrupts that shift. I am arguing here 

that the Student Biennale’s impact cannot be measured only by its immersive approach and 

site-specific inspiration because the location where artworks get made and presented is equally 

important. If the art is contextualised in the environment where those students live and work 

then why should it not be exhibited in that environment, for that public? Gaining this 

understanding for the team of Student Biennale and KMB could help in breaking the centre-

periphery divide of opportunities and expectations.  

Parallelly, the Students’ Biennale also necessitated the creation of a language which 

can communicate between different ways of thinking and making. The curators’ professional 

and personal identity and their connection to the particular art institute they were visiting was 

questioned from the very beginning by art students and faculty, both. It made the intervention 
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difficult and surfaced the centre-periphery power divide as the authority of KMB and its 

appointed curators were greeted with suspicion. (Mehta, 2017). Realising this and gradually 

progressing, the Biennale did become a space of learning and understanding for both the 

selected curators and the students.  

For the first two editions the art institutions were not ready, infrastructurally and 

pedagogically, to host this discourse but the Students’ Biennale 2018 had more financial means 

and better understanding or footing to address both the issues talked above. It realised the 

approach of ‘Making as Thinking’ by organizing a threefold program of an Exhibition 

Platform, an Expanded Education Forum, and field-based research on the condition of existing 

art education. This multilateral involvement aimed to create a critical, discursive and inclusive 

outcome which doesn’t last only the three months of biennale but hopefully travels back to art 

institutions with students, in their study curriculums and to rusty theoretical foundations of art 

pedagogy. The economic and infrastructural constraints, lingering colonial practices and a 

pedagogical stagnation in several art institutions of India is a reality which the organisers of 

KMB have been acutely aware of, somewhat owing to their personal experiences as alumni 

from these institutions. Addressing these concerns, the Expanded Education Programme 

brought together a team of artist-educators (a year before the biennale) who travelled to some 

selected art colleges around the country to conduct week-long workshops with students and 

teachers on their campuses. The idea behind such an intervention was not limited to just 

conducting research of existing pedagogical practices in India at this time but also in 

developing workshops in response to local contexts and specific institutional flavour thereof. 

This move to the peripheral carries a potential of questioning dominant narratives using its 

own discursive frame, which has been rightly discussed as necessary in determining new points 

of departure for artmaking and its exhibitive practices by Premjish Achari, a writer and curator 

of an initiative called ‘Future Collaborations’. (Achari, 2019). Moreover, the thematic of 

‘possibility of non-alienated life’ challenged the KMB organizers to broaden the scope 

geographically also. From 113 individual and collaborative projects, 28 artworks were from 

other SAARC countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka) for its Student 

Biennale. (Achari, 2019) 

The initiative to extend KMB’s scope to the art institutions and pedagogies thereof 

promises a consistent engagement with the very core of what has and what will define ‘Art’ for 

people in India in the future. It also potentially creates a discourse with and within schools and 

universities which has been neglected and side-lined by the mainstream art network. The 
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strengthening of art institutions of not only cities but small towns and villages will mean 

creation of spaces where critical discourses about art and from art can develop and sustain 

themselves. But for this, a dialogue will need to stay open between the hierarchies (until they 

exist) in order for knowledge of art to transcend its classist roots. The elitist art which we come 

across in galleries, art fairs and museums is not unknown and KMB too has had several 

negative reactions from the public, which were difficult to counter and overcome. The reactions 

indeed stemmed from a scepticism that an event of grand scale with high monetary budget will 

not be inclusive to the local. (Komu, D’Souza, & Manghani, 2017, p 88). I will take up these 

reactions in detail a bit later in the chapter but for the following section, let’s focus on a space 

which gives KMB the identity of a social-public project.  

 

Art and Discussions 

 

The way KMB has grown over the years, it has attracted different kinds of activities; almost 

like a juggernaut of ideas, propositions, conflicts and of course creativity. As we have seen, 

alongside the main event of KMB there is a Students’ Biennale but to count all the events which 

run simultaneously, there have been collateral shows, curated Artists’ Cinema, a Video Lab 

and international residency programs. Some other platforms like workshop series from Master 

Practice Studios, Art by Children, a public conversation platform Called ‘Let’s Talk, ‘History 

Now’ and Arts & Medicine have also been set up to which run all year round. Even though all 

these events together shape the experience of the Biennale for the public and each one rightly 

deserves a detailed analysis but I will instead focus on an ever-changing vast space called the 

Biennale Pavilion (constructed on the Cabral Yard) where several of these events are 

conducted. The Biennale Pavilion has turned out to be a space where people have gathered, 

watched screenings, performances, participated and taken a breather especially in the editions 

of 2016 and 2018. For 2016 edition, the architect Tony Joseph designed the structure of the 

Pavilion in midst of trees using waste, old and reusable materials found around Fort Kochi. His 

architecture practice called Stapati takes from a region’s traditional context and reproduces it 

into an accommodative transitionary space. (Stapati, 2019). 
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The Biennale Pavilion 2016. Stills sourced from an online video (Kochi Muziris Biennale, 2017) 

 

This design thus chose a language that attempted to connect with people culturally, with 

their nostalgias, rural festivals and an openness where everyone was welcomed. (Archello, 

2016). As I had walked through that structure, I remember feeling part of one huge mixed 

gathering where solidarity and dissent came together to sit beside each other. The openness of 

its architectural design had rendered into a calm and receptive state of being for the majority 

who walked in and sat there. Sudarshan Shetty (curator of ‘Forming in the pupil of an eye’) 

however had thought of creating the Pavilion in Cabral Yard because he wanted the public to 

spread out across venues. The intention of dedicating a spot for people to gather and wind down 

might not have been there in 2016 edition but for the edition of 2018, Anita Dube wanted 

exactly that.  

Anita Dube visualised the Pavilion (The Knowledge Laboratory) to be one “discursive, 

performative, architectural space where everybody potentially can be a curator  […] 

will attempt to remove hierarchies of knowledge” (Sen, 2018). She argued for an open platform 

which will be “an ever-developing learning experiment that cannot be realised without public 

participation” (ArtAfrica, 2018). The audience was invited to participate and even challenge it. 

To name a few, its packed events like Individual and Group Readings, Open Discussion and 

Sharing, talks, performances, music hours and screenings highlighted issues ranging from 
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LGBTQ rights, threats to freedom of expression in India today to the role of women in the 

world’s and Kerala’s cinema.12 

The pavilion of 2018 KMB called ‘Koodaaram’ (means a tent in Malayalam), designed 

by Anagram Architects, was a semi-transparent structure built in a way that it could be 

completely dismantled and re-used at the end. The structure was described as, “through its 

terrain, material and devices, it opens and closes edifices in space, thereby mediating social 

and environmental alienation. The architectural notion of a pavilion is that of an “island”: of 

respite, reinvigoration, contemplation, conversation and of transience.”  (Architects, 2019). 

Madhav Raman, leading the project at Anagram Architects, recalls Dube’s dispute with the 

binary of pleasure and pedagogy and comments that “This (conflict with binaries) made us 

push boundaries and blur edges on all manners of binaries: inside/outside, ground/plinth, 

shade/sky, and so on.” (Mehta, Dube & Raman, 2019).  

 

  

Koodaaram The Biennale Pavilion. Sourced (Anagram Architects 2018 ) 

 

At the core of the discussions and visions lay a dissatisfaction with the exclusivity and 

inaccessibility offered by the museums, exhibition and performative spaces. Architecturally 

also, the pavilion ‘Koodaaram’ challenged the normative. The inspiration for the structure was 

from a traditional performative dome called ‘Koothambalam’ which generally has thick covers 

and use of weighty materials in its assembly. So, by use of light material, temporariness and 

openness in mind, the design defied a permanence to the structure and questioned the alienation 

a built structure tends to create between the human and the social. The question of what 

 
12 The official website of Kochi-Muziris Biennale has the full list of these events. It can be accessed on this link: 
http://www.kochimuzirisbiennale.org/2018_overview/  
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embodies the contemporary at KMB got demonstrated by actualising this Pavilion. (Mehta, 

Dube & Raman, 2019).  

The Pavilion functioned like the heart of a big mela (fair) from where everything 

diverged, passed through and came back to. It showed that the design of a space and an open 

invitation for dialogue influences how we consume the art which gets presented or performed 

in that space. Not surprisingly, these pavilions stretched the format of Biennale in terms of its 

capability and responsibility, fitting well with Elena Filipovic’s theorisation that, “(biennales) 

expanded the idea of where such an event’s borders lie. They are understood as vehicles for 

the production of knowledge and intellectual debate.” (Filipovic, 2005).  

But this was not the only way and space where people interacted with KMB. Its 

existence, political and cultural positioning has been challenged by the public at all times and 

not necessarily inside the Pavilion where it was invited but also because of it. The matrix of 

government, corporations, artists and public wherein KMB’s identity and core exists, has been 

quite rightly argued as the tension or friction keeping the Biennale’s resistance spirit alive (Joy 

& Belk, 2018). Let’s then look at some of the notable protests which denounced this very core 

of KMB.  

 

Protests 
 

As much as KMB’s identity is in these features and many other characteristics explored above, 

putting this event as a torchbearer for creating our society’s revolutionary identity (D'Souza, 

2013) won’t be fully justified considering that KMB has not been fully supported and 

acknowledged as truly a ‘people’s biennale’ all along. Its acceptance has been hard earned and 

it is still being actively contested from different positions. We have talked about origin, framing 

and relationship of its artworks with the political and cultural shift so, studying now the civil 

society’s dissent is important in finding the extent to which it really extends its critical and 

inclusive approach. I will take up four protests, starting before its launch till the 2018 edition, 

which have caught enough momentum and attention in regional as well as national media.   

2012 
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Before and during its launch in December 2012, the Kochi Biennale Foundation was alleged 

to have misused the public funding granted to them as monetary aid. A group of nationally 

acclaimed artists submitted a proposal, in 2011 (a year before its launch) to the then State 

government asking to conduct a vigilance probe against the Kochi Muziris Foundation Trust. 

They based their allegations on the points of not including the local artists and Lalita Kala 

Akademy and on portraying the traditional art form of Kathakali in objectionable ways. They 

also protested to the lack of transparency on use of the funds, employing a Mumbai-based 

private agency for organising which made them unaccountable to state government and a 

speculation about its high costs on renovation when other similar events have used much less 

money (Nath, 2011). After this, the government was compelled to demand a report from the 

culture secretary regarding the same. This led to a chain of events where tourism department 

directors wrote to the government objecting the usage of grant money by a private trust to 

renovate a public building (Durbar Hall), a protest was staged against the Foundation for 

discriminating against artists of Kerala and eventually escalating to stop an exhibition by 

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden (Dresden State Art Collections) held at Durbar Hall. 

Here as well, the artists group found the responsibility of hosting an exhibition at Durbar Hall 

(but facilitated by the Foundation) in grey space. The demands for clarity, transparency and 

inclusion became louder and when the Finance Department found anomalies in funds usage, it 

sought to blacklist the Foundation and reconsider any future cooperation with them. At this 

point, Biennale was only a month or so from its launch and the Culture Minister of Kerala 

released a report saying that there will be no more sanctions for this Biennale and recovery of 

revenue form the members will be followed. But a few weeks prior to its launch, the 

government decided to go ahead in providing more support rather than retreating thus heeding 

to the pressure put by many MLAs and the Opposition to support and not ignore the event. 

(Nath, 2012). 

 

Human Chain @ Ernakulam. Sourced from Protest Blogpost. (Nath, 2012 ) 
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2014  

 

The second edition of KMB had several on-side collateral projects which were organised 

during the same time as KMB but independent of its main curatorial thematic. One such work 

was ‘Sleeping Through the Museum’, a collaborative exhibition by Waswo X Waswo, Rajesh 

Soni, Subrat Behera, and Shyam Lal Khumar. Waswo X Waswo uploaded a video titled 

‘Destroying Art in Protest’ (2015) that he shot one morning highlighting the issue of 

overcharging him (and other artists) for moving and loading his work in a tempo by the local 

trade unionists labour. The labour unions in Kerala are heavily politicised and no fixation on 

rates had given problems to serval artists over two editions but this work being a collateral 

project, KMB was neither informed nor concerned with the incident. In response to this 

incident, Kerala chief minister ordered the Kochi Police Commissioner to file a report on the 

incident and also the CPI-M leader MA Baby condemned this behaviour by the trade unions 

and called to take a firm stand against extortion of money from any artist noting that such 

events bring shame to the state of Kerala nationally and internationally. After the protest, 

Waswo X Waswo and the union resolved the issue and calmed things down, but this incident 

triggered the management to set up an agreement with the unions to make their rates and 

overtime allowances universal across different districts and fixed. 13 

October 2018 

 

On October 16th, 2018 an art world professional accused Riyas Komu, one of the founding 

directors of KMB, of sexual misconduct under the #metoo movement. He responded to the 

allegations by resigning from all the management positions of Kochi Biennale Foundation, 

apologising and expressing distress on how the incident had been mis-understood by the 

woman. An inquiry was set up under Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) but because no 

official complaint was registered in weeks which followed, it ultimately led to dropping the 

inquiry against Komu. But there is more to it. A year after this incident, The Citizen Bureau 

critically investigated all the actions and responses by the artists and members of Kochi-

Biennale. Starting from the opening of 2018 edition where Bose Krishnamachari openly 

expressed how dearly he missed his friend Komu provoked people from the art world to meet 

in secrecy where they drafted a statement to the management asking questions about members 

 
13 See also, Sahil Bhalla. (2015, April 06). The most-discussed Kochi biennale show: US artist destroying his work 
to protest union demands. Retrieved from https://tinyurl.com/y6nq78dz  

https://tinyurl.com/y6nq78dz
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of ICC, proceedings on the investigation, stance on zero-tolerance policy and measures which 

KMF plans to take for safety of marginalised and women. Moreover, even after Komu was in 

clear to resume his roles at Kochi Biennale Foundation he refused to join and resigned, claiming 

that he was side lined and prevented by Anita Dube to be a part of any roles. The way the whole 

incident played out, it showed a responsible action and concern from the art community at 

KMB, but on the other hand Komu’s work and continued participation at notable galleries and 

shows around India sits in paradox to the whole dialogue initiated at the KMB ground. (Bureau, 

2019).  

March 2019 

 

Where the first edition had protests demanding more transparency on usage of funding, the 

2018 event is again under the accusation of mismanaged financing. This time the allegations 

are from contractors hired by the Kochi Biennale Foundation regarding non-payment of half 

of their wages, for which they waited four months (considering a long-standing relationship 

built on trust and reliance). The KBF responded by conducting an internal valuation which 

stated that the contractor had overcharged, and prices ran way over their budget. This followed 

into a legal notice served by the contractor to KBF and the contractor chose to air the grievance 

on social media14, which was called out by KBF as “disinformation campaign”. Soon after, 

the Foundation released a statement informing that in agreement with the contractor an 

independent government-approved valuer was appointed who ultimately found bills to be 

massively inflated and that this case will be pursued in the court thereon. (Suresh, 2019) see 

also (Bhattacharya, 2019). There is not much information available in public as to where the 

matter stands right now but what is out there on several news platforms (Prasad, 2019) and 

articles are these statements made by the lawyers from KBF’s side reacting to the legal notice:  

“…the people who sent the initial notice have no right to comment or state on my 

client’s administrative capacity and fiscal prudence.” “the client (Appu Thomas’s company) is 

akin to someone who erects tents, pandals and scaffoldings for household functions like 

weddings etc on payment. My client instructs that they had never entered into a contractual 

obligation with your client because as far as my client is concerned your client is only a small-

time facilitator who arranges and erects hired infrastructure on demand and for payment. My 

client also requests you to advise and remind your client (Appu Thomas) that he is only a works 

 
14 An Instagram handle documented the stories and statements from workers but has been taken offline now.  
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facilitator, who has been entrusted with Biennale work and it is not within his rank or station 

to preach to the Trustees of KBF or to their representatives especially after enjoying their 

patronage.”  

This back and forth has been judged by various public platforms, labour and activists’ 

groups as a sign of indifference, exploitation, lack of an honest dialogue and a blatant show of 

elitism. Under the backdrop of 2018 edition of inclusivity and open dialogue, this controversy 

will hang over KMB’s identity and will end up as a sore point for many workers’ livelihoods 

and belonging to this biennale, if the dues and allegations are not settled fair and square.  

With a detailed description and a critical analysis of KMB’s various features, I 

attempted to sketch up KMB’s changing identity, its approach and relationship with the local  

(social, cultural and political) in this chapter. It aimed to show how the Biennale’s productionist 

approach and increasing association with the public built a dynamic space which embodies 

some crucial attitudes and discussions of the culture it is situated in.  

But with the final chapter now, I will attempt to broaden the discussion a bit and take 

up the purpose/s with which KMB was started, who is it really for and the influence it could 

have on the society and world of contemporary art. The critical analysis of some select few 

artworks from the latest edition of Biennale will help us explore its identity in the global and 

possible ways it could be theorized from. After having reflected upon the history of the Third 

World project and the issue of representations for post-colonial nations in the first chapter, with 

the following chapter now, the pursuit ultimately is to arrive at an expanded understanding of 

the cosmopolitanism or the global via deliberating the various methods KMB is offering.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Amongst hundred or more different biennales happening around the world today, they have 

been categorised based on their purpose, format, organisation, location (centre, semi-periphery 

or periphery), influence and more. Considering the history of biennales and its format’s 

predecessors, it would be the World Fairs (held by colonial nations) aimed at building a 

stronger national identity over the other colonial powers which set a certain model. (Marchart, 

2014). This format was rooted in representations and established a hierarchy of control on what 

can be accepted as global or international art eventually. But before we go further, there are 

two things to consider here.  

One, the biennale format and its tradition as such has undergone many transformations 

(structurally and ideologically) since say the first Venice Biennale in 1895. As decolonization 

happened all around the world, the need to craft and assert a unified and independent nationalist 

identity was extremely necessary for the newly decolonised territories. And, presenting their 

nations as sites of cultural production was a big part of it. Naturally, in many of the biennales 

organised in post-colonial times the nation state has controlled a lot of decisions and they 

therefore had the tone of counter, retaliation and resistance to the West (earning them the 

identification as ‘Biennales of Resistance’ by Ranjit Hoskote). The fact that these biennales 

were able to come up and take space in the world of then, was an act of resistance. But biennales 

of today cannot be judged this way and they also can’t be put in this particular category of 

‘resistance biennales.’ (Marchart, 2014) Referring back to the conversation between Berger 

and Anand we looked at in Chapter One, the internationalism or globalism during their time 

was also an act of resistance but today it is not. Today, it follows universality and homogeneity 

and so does the international (or global) art.  

This brings us to my second point i.e. the authority to define and judge contemporary 

art’s internationality and thereby its global acceptance pretty much stayed in the West. This 

international or global art culture still looks for an acceptance and strives to be in a language 

which is written by the West and that way understood ‘globally’. (Bydler, 2004) 

Where does Kochi-Muziris Biennale fit in this discussion and situation now? Since 

India decolonized in 1947, it has established and asserted an international border15 for itself, it 

 
15 Of which, Kashmir is being currently (also historically) occupied by Indian military. Aksai Chin and Arunachal 
Pradesh also being the disputed border areas with China.   
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has had the agency to create and represent an identity of its own and has also always been a 

site of many cultural productions. Then, what purpose a biennale like KMB stands with, when 

it comes to a Third World nation in present times? Is it about national image making? Is it 

competing for gaining an ownership for its version of contemporary art in the international art 

market (which undoubtedly carries the expectation of an acclaim by international contemporary 

art community)?  

Let’s critically look at some of the discussions and theorizations around the KMB event 

which could possibly give us means to analyse its purpose and effects.   

In discussing the ‘biennale effect’ of KMB, D’Souza (2013) frames the Biennale in 

India’s political-cultural journey of the anti-colonial stance to the post-colonial one. He builds 

the analysis on the idea that contemporary Indian art by Indian artists is a commodity which 

needs a global recognition and in process of his argumentation also portrays India to be in an 

emerging modern nationalism. “The Kochi-Muziris Biennale might be described as a timely 

assertion of India’s contemporary global identity as part of a new agenda to forge a national 

identity not just economically but through “soft power.” (D'Souza, 2013, p 45). Without 

disregarding this understanding of Indian art’s reality, it appears unconvincing for several 

reasons.  

Firstly, by using this perspective, we make the hackneyed mistake of giving a ‘global 

and modern’ necessity to the kind of art we can make and present. (Menon, 2017). It is 

important to question the economic, political and historic context in which KMB took birth but  

then to sculpt the identity of this Biennale as one which will make India ‘finally modernising’ 

suggests that by becoming modern, India can eventually become a part of the global or the 

international world. Modernity as a concept fixated the identity for a post-colonial nation like 

India. It is that ‘version of modernity’ which will always be in comparison to the original 

template i.e. European modernity and hence, will fall somewhere below in the hierarchy. As 

Bhambra (2014, p 32-37) problematises the concept of multiple modernities, she discusses the 

failure of the concept in shaking off European modernity’s dominance and highlights the 

omission of the history of colonialism in its conceptualisation. Now, I would like to take the 

focus here to the fact that KMB is not evoking a national identity rather a local, mythological 

and transnational one; from a town called Muziris which exists in collective memories as the 

desired cosmopolitanism. I argue for a theorization about KMB from one, where it is giving us 
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the place of this mythological cosmopolitanism as the point of epistemological delinking and 

two, from its praxis, which I elaborate below as my second reason in line.  

Secondly, six years of KMB’s journey has moulded its identity into a more receptive, 

discursive and conscious one which is more aware of its curatorial responsibility, inclusiveness 

and emphasises on interacting and stay in-dialogue with the society. Charlotte Bydler (2004 , 

p. 388), suggested a categorization to the biennales based somewhat on the economic, political 

and the cultural environment particular nations and the world in general was (can also be 

applied for the world today). She gives three groups: “1. The capitalist-philanthropic 

enterprises initiated at the end of the 19th century up to the mid-twentieth century[…]; 2. The 

events that originated in the post-World War II period, marked by bloc politic or 

underdevelopmentalist reaction against such alignment […]; 3. The flexible production  and 

event-oriented variety of the 1990s and 2000s…” According to this categorization, KMB could 

loosely fit in the third category but at the same time according to Komu (one of the founding 

directors of KMB), the Biennale set out to build an eco-system where art and artists can come 

together to create an impact and radical political solutions can be found within public 

discourses. (Komu, D’Souza & Manghani, 2017, p 78-79). This idea of the Biennale shows a 

fixed focus or purpose but the changing curatorial thematic of every edition, a diverse ever -

expanding audience and a stress on multicultural aspects of the locality suggests that the ‘how’ 

part of this purpose is being discovered in public participation and political development in the 

society. Furthermore, from Komu’s analysis, KMB has developed a strength to engage more 

and more politically because of its increasing acceptance from the public and also that the 

Kerala state politics being the only one resisting the national politics gave the biennale that 

extra support to hold and engage with dissent.  

Realising this, I consider that the kind of global KMB seems to be chasing is not the 

one that modernity has built and been dominating in. This global or the cosmopolitanism KMB 

is offering is being imagined from the local and from the voices of public’s dissent and 

acceptance. Therefore, I argue that D’Souza’s perspective robs off the attention that KMB’s 

attempt of changing the terms and the content of conversations on modernity/coloniality 

demands. (Bhambra, 2014, p 135) 

 Keeping these reasons in mind now, the concept and timeline of modernity need not 

be imprinted on Indian contemporary art being talked about at KMB, neither structurally nor 

epistemologically. I propose digging more critically into the local cosmopolitanism and 
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cultural pluralism (from the history of Third World project and current socio-cultural 

conditions of the local and national) which is presented in the first edition’s curatorial note 

written by its founders Komu and Krishnamachari and deliberated upon by others in several 

varied conversations.  

As Komu (2017, p 82) reflects, KMB was inaugurated in 2012 with a certain sense of 

a historic responsibility and Biennale’s identity needs to be contextualised in that history where 

Kochi’s relations with the world existed even before India as a nation connected with the 

global. “It is to this long tradition and history of cosmopolitanism and openness to the world, 

through vibrant cultural exchanges and pluralism, and the spirit of internationalism, ‘that a 

movement like Biennale is connecting to’.” (D'Souza, Komu, & Manghani, 2017, p. 83). The 

curatorial of the first edition also stresses this very cosmopolitanism and the complex lived 

realities of the present-day Kochi because of it. (Krishnamachari & Komu, 2012). Similarly, in 

a conversation about ‘Thinking a Local cosmopolitanism’ for KMB, Dilip Menon necessitates 

the existence of an international art event like KMB in the town of Kochi. He calls on the 

oceanic connections the port of Kochi established (with the Middle East and Africa) and the 

political and cultural imaginaries endured by the post-colonial nations after their decolonisation 

struggles. “We were linked with countries in Africa and Asia through the Bandung Conference 

of 1955, the Non-Aligned Movement, ideas of Afro-Asian Solidarity and so on […] The 

imaginative geographies within which Kochi is located make it a kind of door into another 

world, another time, and deep memories and imaginations. […]. Once you have the connection 

with the sea, you have connections to a space that is much larger than region, locality and 

nation.” (Menon, 2017). Menon situates the reason for mobilizing these solidarities in the need 

to resist the dominant political imagination of our present and the potential of art to be that 

utopian space where it can happen. Furthermore, by stressing on theorizing from this imaginary 

and history, it gives a possibility to traverse KMB’s identity through the established hierarchies 

or frames of local, regional, national and even global. “There is something new that is 

happening here, that is locating itself beside art practices in the West, beside the very idea of 

the biennale.” (Menon, 2017).  

Similarly, Ashis Nandy embarked on a journey to find the history of cultural pluralism 

in Kochi and created a picture of an ‘Alternative Cosmopolitanism’ which exists and also can 

be imagined from Kochi. In his words, there are two Kochis’- one historical another mythical 

and it is this mythical one which Kochi is not. His research is rich with anecdotes of the kind 

we call superstitions and stereotypes, collected from members of different communities 
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residing in Kochi. He reflects on the difficulty of gathering these anecdotes because of an 

imposed and borrowed understanding of cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism wherein only 

the sameness of the ‘other’ is hosted and there exists a ‘perfect communal harmony’. (Nandy, 

2000, p. 306) In addition to this study, he also comes in a conversation (under the title ‘Another 

Cosmopolitanism’) with researcher NS Madhavan on ‘Let’s Talk’ platform of KMB in 2014. 

In that discussion, the picture Nandy paints of this mythic Kochi is one from the ‘unofficial 

memories’; one where differences of opinion, religion, culture were openly objected and 

debated. Reading this kind of study, which Nandy calls a ‘cultural-psychological journey’ of a 

‘fantasized past’, may enable us to search for solutions to our present-day conflicts in common 

stereotypes, folklores and latent memories of communities. It offers a way to re-think a society 

where co-existence of diversity and friction (which comes because of it) defines our identities. 

Another departing point from this expanded definition of cosmopolitanism is to base it on 

shared set of values and in a hospitality, which hosts the otherness of the other and not just the 

sameness of the other, a thought Nandy mentions from Zapatistas. (Nandy, 2014). “The story 

of Cochin also suggests that multiculturalism need not be merely a political or social 

arrangement, nor even be a principle of citizenship that tolerates or celebrates disparate 

lifestyles. Multiculturalism may sometimes imply a culturally embedded identity in which the 

others are telescoped into the self as inalienable parts of the self.” (Nandy, 2000, p. 326) 

Now, in order for us to keep critically analysing these concepts, I would like us to switch 

back to the times of Third World project and understand how multiculturism was 

conceptualised then.  

Nehru makes a case about India’s culture of assimilation, adaptation, flexibility, 

inclusiveness, receptivity and tolerance as its fundamental identity and how this will influence 

or rather define its nationalism. “The idea of united and a free India gripped the people. It was 

not a superficial idea imposed from above, but the background of Indian life for thousands of 

years”. (Nehru, 1938). His reasoning presents the factual diversity of India’s languages and 

religions as rather unique conditions which can and will be solved with a national political 

unity that people will align with before their regional affiliations. In talking about many of the 

states from the Third World, Vijay Prasad describes this idea of nationalism as based in 

multiplicity and in a pluralist approach to difference which was based in the realities of Third 

World societies and in an anti-European nationalism. (Prasad, 2007). Further deliberations by 

the Third World also included ideas and imaginations for a certain kind of cultural 

advancement which was based in cooperation and cross-national appreciation for cultural 
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heritages. (2007, p. 88) This thought or perspective expanded the idea of a nation into a global 

for the people. Geeta Kapur (2016, p. 1), an art critic and historian notes that “In Southeast 

Asia, the Jogja Biennale and the Equator Symposium provide models that have extended the 

regional cultural cartography through artistic cooperation, self-organization and by framing 

newer trajectories of alignment while cross-referencing the Asia Africa Conference 1955, held 

in Bandung.” 

Now, questioning why Kochi-Muziris Biennale situates itself in a local identity and 

asks to be theorised from a mythological town might be because this idea of multiplicity and 

multinationalism, which Third World nations had envisioned, failed in its application. Because, 

the reality (and history) as we know it, this idea suppressed minorities, silenced voices which 

didn’t fit the dominant culture and also, colonial frames (disguised as modernity and 

development rhetoric) had still guided the decisions. And, the idea was eventually taken over 

by a certain definition of globalisation which had homogeneity, universality and acceptance 

(from the First World nations) as its characteristics. 

Coming back to the reality of today’s Kochi, in the talk on ‘Let’s Talk’ platform of 

KMB mentioned above, Madhavan recollects the sporadic events of communal violence Kochi 

saw in 1952, 1960, 1984 and 2000s. He named the one continuing all 2000s as ‘migrant 

violence’ where internal migrants in Kochi are facing a ‘death by ignorance’. Following up on 

the conversation a woman from the audience comments (as a Kochi resident herself) on the 

everyday lived reality of Kochi where this silence between communities has grown. She alarms 

that the religion has been affectively filling up that silence over the last decades to which, 

people of Kochi need to pay heed and make that silence heard before it takes over the narrative. 

This to me is where Kochi-Muziris Biennale’s purpose and action can come together.  

But to keep developing the identity of a local cosmopolitanism and cultural pluralism 

for KMB, the question of who is included in this cosmopolitan imagination becomes urgent. 

And also, how is making biennale an origin of this imagination or say, a central point leads us 

to that expanded definition of cosmopolitanism. Some of the artworks and installations from 

2018 edition I mention below now, answers these questions justly enough.  
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Time is the Rider by Probir Gupta at KMB, 2018. Sourced (Ghildiyal, 2018) 

The first work is a sculpture titled “Time is the Rider” by artist Probir Gupta. Gupta’s 

work revolves around people, discrimination, political struggles and the historicity of them. I 

reproduce here the description and explanation of this work by Aditi Ghidiyal (2018) for I 

could not have put it in better words:  

“The work is a compilation of a structure made with hundreds of feet with a saddle on 

the top and a radar (half chair like construction) affixed to it. On one of his visits to 

Kolkata, Probir, met with a group of women who work as help in people’s houses, while 

some are employed as nurses. What intrigued the artist about them was their displaced 

lineage and stagnated destinies. These women were descendants of families that had 

migrated from East Pakistan (Bangladesh) during the partition. They came from urban 

middle-class families but in the throes of partition were robbed of their wealth and 

ended up taking menial jobs in order to support themselves. […] As a tribute to these 

women, preserving their past histories, the artist took a cast of their feet and composed 

a half-mound like structure composed of hundreds of feet piled one on top of the other.” 

The artwork is a sharp and critical reminder of the partition-led-migration of 

Bangladesh and India. By the act of casting their feet, Gupta made the relationship between 

their labour and movement across the border overt. And to show those feet’s histories piling 

up but also cemented under the saddle and a radar exposes the power of political and economic 

dominance over these histories. If one misses or ignores to see this linkage, it will continue to 

remain impossible for histories from the margins to be included.  
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Sweet Maria Monument by Aryakrishnan at KMB 2018. Sourced (Ishq, 2019 ) 

 

The second work I want to mention is an installation called ‘Sweet Maria Monument’ 

by artist Aryakrishnan. He created a space for conversation or rather a communal space for 

reflection at the Biennale to recount the life and politics of a queer activist who was murdered 

in Kollam, Kerala in 2012. Aryakrishnan placed queer literature, portraits of Maria, news 

articles about the murder, a tea kettle and encouraged people to sit and engage in conversations. 

(Fort Kochi, 2018). His words on the project from a conversation, “I wanted to challenge the 

public to have real conversations and longer engagements rather than just giving it fleeting 

looks – which is usually the nature of exhibits like that. I hope it enables forming a different 

kind of community, and a connection to and appreciation of everyday aesthetics.” (Ishq, 2019)  

In the same vein, Tania Bruguera brought protest to the space of art by using ‘silence’. 

She withdrew or pulled out of her participation at KMB, standing in solidarity with fellow 

artists in Cuba who have been fighting censorship and restrictions to artistic freedom of 

expression. Her exhibition space stayed empty. (Madsen, 2019). A snippet from her open letter 

to KMB, “At this moment I do not feel comfortable traveling to participate in an international 

art event when the future of the arts and artists in Cuba is at risk… As an artist I feel my duty 

today is not to exhibit my work at an international exhibition and further my personal artistic 

career but to expose the vulnerability of Cuban artists today.” (Bruguera, 2018) 

Both these works show two different ways, one by conversation and the other by 

silence, to protest the dominant ideologies and authority. More importantly, performing these 

works underlines the vigour of a space like biennale as they illustrate the significance of 

collective actions and solidarity in discussing our troubled present and new better futures.   
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Haircut Museum-Under Construction by Pallavi Singh. Pictures by Pallavi Singh. Sourced (Chaudhari, 2018 ) 

      

On how KMB affectively became a space which was used to approach much debated 

topics using shared set of beliefs’, Pallavi Singh’s project Haircut Museum as part of her art 

residency programme is one fitting example and also the third work I analyse here.  

While studying desire, Indian masculinity and grooming culture in men, her work 

eventually leads her to the objects which are used for male beautification. With the work, she 

questions the concept of a museum and asks the viewer if patronage can be understood 

differently in a museum. Her research into the grooming culture among Indian men and existing 

theorizing around it (mostly from the West, as she tells) surfaced a gap where she realised 

beautification and grooming for Indian men needs to be understood from a different 

perspective. This had her diving into Indian Mythology and finding a way to explore 

contemporary grooming culture therein. Now, if we attempt to explore the question she raises 

with her work and her methodology, putting out these objects for a display could help one see 

what is not on the surface of the society. She takes the viewer through a world where desire to 

look good is not a feminine trait only and objects also speak of a shy world hidden in lanes, 

magazines and machismo. It is important to notice that exploring Indian mythology to fill those 

literature gaps will not only open the idea of masculinity and femininity to multiple 

interpretations but also localises the knowledge in stories and imaginations. (Singh, 2018) 

Similarly, thinking about a cosmopolitan future from a mythological space opens the 

door for several interpretations and possibilities. The artworks above are about inclusion, 

listening and finding answers in people’s expression via stories, myths, legends and such. They 

show us a contemporary where different ways and possibilities, with which new futures can be 
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arrived at, are being deliberated upon. In particular, they are placing the art in an encounter 

with the political which is a potential ground for constructing resistance and finding solidarity 

therein. When Prasad (2007, p xviii) expounds on the decline of the Third World project in The 

Darker Nations, he tells that “the Third World project (ideology and institutions) enabled the 

powerless to hold a dialogue with the powerful and tried to hold them accountable.” Reading 

into the Third World history unveils an envisioned utopia where solutions to expand the 

definition of international was demanded by the newly independent nations and it also reveals 

what that utopia’s failure brought i.e. social movements rooted in local histories and 

knowledges. The issue of inclusion is still as relevant as it was for the decolonised nations 

resisting at (and with) the global i.e. first world’s dominance. In taking the thought of inclusion 

to Kochi’s cosmopolitanism, Shilpa Menon in her post-colonial writings effectively brings to 

notice the ever-existing hierarchies, from colonial times, between communities of Kochi. She 

talks in particular of the Parankis, Black Jews, Meshuhararim Jews and Kappiris, who have 

been made invisible by ‘not white enough’ and ‘not foreign enough’ tags or classification. 

More importantly, she argues for a definition of the cosmopolitanism which expands even 

further to recognize these colonial hierarchies still manifesting between communities and a 

multiculturalism which acknowledges the ones killed and ignored based on concepts of ‘purity 

of a lineage’ and ‘whiteness’. (Menon, 2016) 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The mythological identity of Kochi (Muziris) is characteristic of its maritime trade and it being 

one of the centres of the global market. It was its trade which brought this cosmopolitan and 

multinational character we have been discussing, to Muziris. To the historical identity of Kochi, 

it was colonial mercantilism and settler colonialism which gives it a multi-ethnic, religious and 

communal identity. Today, the identity of KMB has both Kerala government and corporations 

like Delhi Land and Finance (DLF), LuLu Group International, Tata Motors and Tata Trusts, 

BMW backing it as its funding supporters and they are undoubtedly rooting for building a 

cultural capital and showing their part in building India’s identity for the national and global 

markets. (Joy & Belk, 2018). In tune to this, KMB’s first edition’s financial troubles had led 

the Kochi Biennale Foundation, a not-for-profit charitable trust set up to realise KMB, to 

release a public call asking people to contribute and become benefactors to the event. One 

could either become a ‘friend of KMB’ at 2500 rupees or a ‘founding donor’ at 25000 rupees 

giving several privileges accordingly. (Foundation, 2013). It sure is reflective of the Indian 

society’s economic disparity but also shows that the consumption of global arts’ does give a 

higher social status. KMB wants to appear on world’s cultural economy and competes to 

become a ‘truly international cultural destination’ but this economy runs on the rules of 

homogenisation and standardisations. In ‘The Making of the Indian Artscape’, Tato (2017) 

mentions the argument of soft power and cultural diplomacy as proposed by Shashi Tharoor 

which focuses on presenting a culture which would be found ‘attractive’ by the world. Tato 

then reflects on KMB’s purpose of reviving the cultural past of Kochi aka Muziris. Quite 

rightly so, as close as this mythological identity brings us to dream new futures i t can also take 

us back to the game of legitimizing a nation and its people’s worth at the ‘global’. That global 

which Bhambra explains as, “The global is constituted through the diffusion outward of 

particular processes which are seen to have their origin in Europe. The world system then is a 

European system that becomes global through its expansion and incorporation of other parts of 

the world.” (Bhambra, 2014, p 70) 

Talking of the global, KMB’s stress on theorizing from the local does blur the divisions 

and hierarchy of centre-periphery we have set in the world. But, how does it present itself to 

the region of Kerala and other states of India? I am thinking about the whole program which 

still is designed in a way that artists travel or are invited to the location of KMB from their 

countries, hometowns, villages and cities. The Expanded Education Forum initiative of the 
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Students’ Biennale (from KMB’s 2018 edition) managed somewhat in dislocating the 

hegemonic position an art biennale like KMB can take, but if those art students start dreaming 

a fulfilment of their careers subjected to an acceptance by KMB then we have sadly only been 

successful in establishing a ‘new centre’ which is just located in a local.  

So, then, what will Kochi-Muziris Biennale evolve into in its next edition? Where do we look 

for a re-imagined global and contemporary? How should we look at solidarities and 

resistances? 

Kochi-Muziris Biennale comes back deconstructing-reconstructing every two years and 

it keeps on probing the tensions of representations and binaries. Narasimha crashed the myth 

of impossibility and illusions of binaries with its avatar, so can Kochi-Muziris Biennale with 

its art. As we grapple with these questions and think about our friction with binaries and 

representations of modernity, one interpretation which stays with me is found in Sonia 

Khurana’s Bird, 1999.   

 

Bird by Sonia Khurana (Video stills from 1999), KMB 2018. Sourced (Kiran Nadar Museum of Art, 2018) 
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“Bird is part ‘irreverent’, part hysterical and part abject. Artist’s naked body perches 

on a pedestal, tries to take flight, but loses footing. It is an enunciation of un-belonging and an 

assertion of post-colonial identity against the authority of Modernism.” (Kiran Nadar Museum 

of Art, 2018) 

This artwork symbolises several relationships of the global world and our 

understandings of the same. It is then bound to have many interpretations, but I will explore 

the one which ties this study together and helps us recognise the necessity of re-imagining the 

global and also, how to.  

The subjectivity of post-colonialism is locked within Modernism. In fact, one is because 

of the other. It is the rhetoric of modernity which gives the post-colonial identity the platform 

(as pedestal in the artwork) to dream and play out the idea of emancipation in the first place. 

Getting on the pedestal is the representation of the self for a post-colonial identity on the global 

platform and it believes in the possibility to fly away and break free from it once it gets on it.  

This makes apparent that there is more to their relationship than just what we witness 

as the inability of a post-colonial identity to fly. What we don’t see, or question is that the 

modernity has designed that pedestal; the fault is in the pedestal and in what is being told to 

the bird, that it can be free if it keeps trying.  

Tackling binaries and representations of post-colonial nations at the global will not be 

solved by means of self-representations alone. In choosing the biennales as unit of analysis for 

this study, I explored the purposes of many post-colonial nations’ biennales and also the 

consequent theorizations developed around them. By doing so, it became evident that the 

globality at which international art events like biennales play has an established hierarchy 

entrenched within it. Bhambra (2014, p 143) situates the root of this hierarchy in the histories 

of colonialism, enslavement, dispossession and appropriation which she argues have been 

effectively omitted from the conceptualisations carried out to define the global. In tune, 

Mignolo & Walsh (2018) necessitate the retrieving of these alternate (or other) histories to 

show the connections which led us to our current understanding of the global. In suggesting a 

pluriverse, there is the opportunity to deconstruct the narratives which made the European 

modernity the centre of the global.  

Now, probing the artwork a bit more, the repeated attempts to fly is symbolic to the 

various ways of resistance post-colonial societies have appropriated and only when we have 

attended to the de-construction of the pedestal and changed the narratives, we can argue about 
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‘how to fly’. By revisiting the resistance and solidarity of the Third World project and critically 

analysing KMB, this thesis looked out for the ways in which local struggles, stories, dissent 

and histories are showing us how to reconstruct. This reconstruction will then have the potential 

to expand the meaning of cosmopolitanism, re-write the global, imagine new futures and give 

that deserved thrust to Khurana’s Bird.  
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EPILOGUE 
 

India, December 2019 

It is with some extreme amount of uncertainty but a much-awaited feeling of solidarity that I 

find, at this hour, the identity of an Indian citizen under a microscopic investigation.   

 The last few months have been rather nerve-wrecking for the identity and unity of India. 

Not to say that dissent, diversity, religious and regional (community and clan) affinities were 

unknown but it seems the political project of ‘India as a united nation’ is getting questioned 

and challenged all over again.   

Briefly, India is trying to build a registry of its resident population (National Population 

Register) but National Register of Citizens (NRC) goes way back in time to the partition of 

British India and to the year 1951, Assam when it was rolled out for the first time. The 

demography, economy and society had changed drastically when the British-India government 

brought in workers and indentured labour from other parts of British controlled territory to the 

colonial state of Assam. As a consequence, the demands for autonomy, territorial ownership, 

conserving resources and culture have kept the region in legal, political and ethnic tensions 

ever since. Many agitations and protests brought in existence Acts, orders and laws like the 

Prevention of Infiltration from Pakistan, 1962, The Foreigners Tribunal Order, 1964, Illegal 

Migrants Determination Tribunal, 1983 and finally the Assam Accord in 1985. The post-

colonial government of India continued this entire process of detection and expulsion of 

‘foreigners’ based on the legacy of colonial laws and regulations. Not only, determination and 

autonomous status (the upland areas, now parts of Nagaland, Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh) 

also followed the logic from colonial policies. (Barbora, 2019). In midst of all this, the NRC 

was supposed to identify and number all the people who are legal or supposed to be legal. It 

was however forgotten for a while, but it was picked up once in 2010 and then again in 2015. 

The process eventually published a list on 30th July 2018 which excluded more than four 

million people; it made them stateless.  

Now, the way NRC worked was that it began from a point where everyone is ‘not’ a 

citizen. So, legacy (blood ties, mainly) documentation was criteria one for passing the 

citizenship test and next was showing property, education or job documentation attained before 

24th March 1971. The floods of Assam have stripped people of their homes and records almost 

seasonally. The women who married and moved to other villages brought their legacy papers 
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registered at local panchayats, but those papers were not accepted as legal or genuine enough. 

(Samaddar, 2018). Result? The poor, marginal, transgender, women suffered and are still 

suffering. This is where now, Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) kicks in. 

According to Citizenship Act 1955, illegal immigrants cannot get Indian citizenship. 

But the latest amendment gives specific religious groups – Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, 

Parsis and Christians from Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan a possibility to get the 

citizenship provided they came inside the territory of India before 31st December 2014. The 

North-East opposes the Act (one of the reasons) because it extended the cut-off date from 

March 24th, 1971 to December 2014. (Suresh, 2019). With years and years of migration, 

indigenous and local communities have been pushed to the margins and are becoming a 

minority with less and less political, economic and social representation. These fears and 

concerns need to be heard.  

At the same time, mainland India came out in solidarity against the convenient 

exclusion of Muslims from these specific groups who can apply for citizenship. The 

assumption that Muslims from Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Pakistan will not need asylum and 

citizenship in India, but all the other religious identities are welcomed is absurd and it needs to 

be ridiculed from all perspectives possible. The students from more than 60 universities from 

all around India did exactly that. Unashamed and unfettered, they singled out each and every 

word of NPR-NRC-CAA trio and challenged it.   

 The questions being raised are simple. Why suddenly a need to prove an Indian’s 

Indianness? On what basis targeting undocumented migrants when 81% of Indian labour  

economy is informal to begin with? What is the need of making detention centres? For the 

generation, which was born in 1950s and 1960s of India’s free, bright and rising futures, seeing 

‘Hindu’ a category in the nation-building process feels a forced visualisation – What went 

wrong?  

 But are we ready to listen to the histories and struggles of people from North east states 

like Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland? Are we ready to see that it’s been colonial roots 

always defining their relationship to the state, politics, resources and territory? Are we able to 

go beyond a thoughtless remark like North East India is xenophobic and hear their struggles 

and demand just why and how they came to be about? Are we ready to question why military 

is justified, pacified on the ‘issue’ of Kashmir and ‘issues’ of North East but not  in other parts 
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of India? Not to forget that India did not come together when Kashmir was locked down, this 

sympathy did not come up for Kashmir. Why not?   

 The protests and attacks by the government on the protesters are continuing as I round 

up this work here. The binary of citizenship and statelessness will shape the identities and 

realities of many in the coming months. The resistance subjectivity is shaping up and I stand 

with every person who is listening, acting and standing in solidarity with those who have long 

been derided by the violence of dominance and injustice.   
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